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THE LEDGER & TIM

SECTION ONE
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Pages 1 to 6

‘,
New Series No. 545

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

FARMERS ATTEND
COVER CROP SHOW
a IN JACKSON, TENN.

11,
•

;Au

QOM..aleri.MaKVIMIPUllpilt

Create Maximum Impression at One Cost by Adver•
tising in the

Newspaper

NearILEverybody Reads.

Fair to Its Readers-Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon April 14, 1938

Volume CVI; No. 15

Frank Stubblefield, Barkley Head
in County, Asks All to Aid Drive

MURRAY DEBATERS Mrs. Tom Elkins Perfection Range to.13e- 'COURT SENTENCES
/DEFEAT PITTSBURG Dies at Age of 74 Given Away Saturday CULPRITS; JURY
IN GRAND EASTERN
the Court INDICTS SUSPECTS

- . Frank Albert Stubblefield, who
Funeral Services Are Held Tueswas 'tamed last. week as manager
of the campaign for Senator Alben
day From Church of Christ
W. Barkley in Calloway county.
at .New Providence
Cochran and Cromwell Acsaid today that he expected to
company Group to See
have tlare..o aid of all classes 'of Bob Miller Gains.Honors in
-o--Edgar Boggess and Cecil
It
Funeral services for Mrs. Tom
Individual Forensic
citizens in polling a -record vote
Tennessee Plots
In section two of this week's
Vatiptino Are Given Two
Elkins.
years
74
of
age,
,who
died
for Kentucky-ts atelier -senator
Lists
v
Years -ERA-a ernoon a
na ive
est Kentuckian in the
story on the Rotary banquet
T50 KENTUCKIAN'S ARE
near New Providence after a
Abitust primary. Senator BarkThe
Ledger
last
Thursday
&
Times'
night,
Senin
which
LOUISIANA GAINS
PRESENT ON TOUR
lingering illness of complications, it states
ley is being opposed by Governor
sational subscription offer TO TRY KENDALL
Dr. Richmond made
MEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP were held from the New ProviA. B. Chandler.
AND OTHERS TODAY
the main -iaeecl-i of the even- comes to an end Saturday
Twenty-three farmers accompandence Church of Christ, Tuesday
ing. D... Richmond was called lafternoon at
Mr. Stubblefield
salt:
many
o'clock
3
when
ied by County Agent J. T. Cochafternoon
with
Elder L. H. Pogue, out of town and
Murray State's debaters climaxed
Calloway Circuit court yesterpeople believed that Governor
Dr. Drennon
t h e beautiful Perfection day
ran and Assistant Agent, Kelly M.
Eltier Curd and Elder Hart • in
in its third day's
gave the Principal talk on
.Chandler should complete the job their participation in the Grand
senCabinet
Cromwell, attended Kentucky day
charge.
Oil Range will be tenced Edgar Boggess session
"Then and Now." Dr. Drennon
to wgiich he was elected in 1935 Eastern Tournament at Rock Hill,
and Cecil
at the West Tennessee Experiment
given away absolutely Free Valentine, both of who pleaded
She is survived by her husband, gave a very g.:od record of
and that many f3rmer friends S. C., April 7-9, by defeating the
Station at Jackson, Thursday, April
right upon the court house guilty on charges, of grand -larwhat was happening in the
and supporters of the young Gov- University of Pittsburgh in the Toni Elkins, and two daughters,
7 A total of 150 farmers from Kensquare at• 3 o'clock in full ceny, to two years each in the
world 14 years ago when the
ernor had joined:. the Barkley semi-final round. Louisiana won Mr, Lewis Burton and Mrs. Hoy
tucky were present and expressed
-Aiiixander of Detroit, Mich. Severstate penitentiary.
local Rotary Club was founded. ivieyv of everyone.
camp 'fee -This reason. He added -the meris debate championship.
their desire to make a similar trip
that in more than a quarter of
ad what was happening today.
The grand jury indicted the 501Although Murray did not win the al grand children, and two brothYou
have
only
today,
tonext year. The principle things
er*
Lafatte and John Craig of
His speech was greatly apprecentury of public service Mr. title, the team won five rounds
lowing, charges: Freeman 'Chadmorrow
and
Saturda
y
mornthgs
seen were all kinds of grasses in
county also survive.
ciated by all those present.
•
Barkley had never failed to finish over some of the strongest teams
wick
Loman
McDougall,
ing to take advantage of charged asset
grass-and-clover combinations and
a job to which he had been as- in the nation. Those who
IKrs. Elkins was a member of
with possession of an ilOne hundred and eighteen atmade
the
this unusual offer. Hurry legal still, $250 bond each. Cubic
the discovery that • Balboa ryes,
signed.
tended the banquet.. 'IlAtirther
'trip were: Robert Miller, Hazel; Old Providence Church of Christ,
crimson clover, and Italian rye
and avoid the last minute Chance and Pennie Chanc e,
details can be Kinn& in the
flar
.kley, is entitled to) re-elec- John Brinn, Murray; James Over- whlete she was loved ahd admired
grass Were making excellent cover
rush that always happens charged with knowingly receiving
front page story of section 2.
tion as a just reward for his by, Almo; and Prof. L. J. Hortin. to •tier many Christian deeds and
crops; show in
good crops and
h
loyalty to her church.
on the eve of closing time stolen property, were given bonds
magnificent and outstanding ser- coach.
showing an abundance of pasture. . SEN. ALBEN W. BARKLE
vice and without any .regard ta
because we must stop this at $250 each; Solon Chance and
llbearers were ner nephews,
Y
In ...the round-robin. tournament
the President's -wishes, Mr. Stub- held
The group saw the dairy herd
raig boys. Burial was in the
sensational offer precisely Charles McCall. charged with
this
season
at
Lexington
.
Ky.,
.
ollalefield declared, -'Not since the
that has- 'een -err.
uideace cemetery.
at the strike of ,ThreerrSatur- storehouse - breaking, were bonded
urray rainked first and third in
at $300 each: and Clifton Scardays of 011ie ,James has Kenfour. years and were told that two
day
afternoon.,
individual debaters' standings. Durborough,- indicted -ort a charge of
- --•--- tucky had a'Man So outstIandIng.
of the cotta That had received no
4 ing the past two years. Murray
For
the
fourth consecutive uttering a forged check, was given
influential and valuable in the
graib for four years Were able to
has not lost a regular season deyear the response to our bond at $250.
life of the nation, he said.
produce 500 pounds of butterfat
bate.
spring subscription drive The court summoned J. T. ByMr. Stubblefield said any pereach per year The herd that re- Men Who Fought in War to Hold
Aged Lady Was Well-respected
Among the teams represented
has been beyond our fond- num to appear on the 7th day of
son who asserted Barkley "had
ceived no grain was producing 83
Annual Fish Fry on Night
and
Worthy
Church
e. AAA has announced that
never done anything for Ken- were: Pittsburgh, North Carolina
est expectations and we are the sessions to show cause, if
per cent as much butter fat as
' je of April 21
Member
Federal Surplus Corporation
lucky" was either ignorant of the State, Oregon, Einory and Henry,
indeed sincerely grateful to any, why "ha has failed to follow
the herd receiving grain ratiens and
hag been authorized to purchase
Mrs. Ella Arnold James, 65, wife the
people of Calloway instructions of the court relahay.;The herds looked alike, and
William B. Milstead, post corn- facts or deliberately misrepre- Roanoke, Marshall, Kent State,
firti-cured and dark air-cured to- of L. V. James.
--;
died at the Mason county for their continued tive to the support • of his infant
one could nqt distinguish the dif- mender of the local, American senting Mr. Barkley's great ser- University of Maryland, Clemson,
He
Roy
Blanton. Elmo
pointed
out.. that Stetson, and other leading colleges bageoe for diversion into by-pro- hospital
Tuesday
night.
ference- in the two. The body Legion, said Wednesday Legion- vices.
The loyal support of The Ledger children.
dutt as. Some of the purchases James family lives in
'Senator Barkley was the chief in- and universities.
the Hazel & Times, which has given Payne, anil Johnny Hunt, will
weight was the same in the two airres will be host to all ex-service
strument. succeeding* after otliers
come before the court today on an
Rbbert Miller placed second in wi he donated to federal, state and , Crossland communities and us
Men and all sons of Legionairres
groups. the largest paid circula- indictment accusing them of
anl governmental agencies, ex- are well known
had failed, in getting $1,500.000 "harangue" and
in this County.
won the first diThe superintendent of. the sta- and ex-service men at a fish st1P
pe mem stations, colleges and
- for..Kenfucky ta rebuild her penal vision
storehouse breaking, and Ed KenMrs. James is survived by her tion in our history.
in extemporaneous speaktion said that they secured more per on the Murray Loose Leaf
other organizations for research husband, one
and
dall, on a charge of petit larceny
Don't
forget
charitable institutions for ing. Brinn, Overby,
the
time
and
sister,
Mrs.
Jennie
and Miller Purposac, with
days of pasture from crimson Floor Thursday • night. April 21.
a view to making Burnett of Louisville; and
which Governor Chandlas was
and -malicious shooting will also
place.
Saturda
y
afterno
on
three
alternated
in the debate 'entries, greater
clever and Italian. rye grass pasThe program, an,annual affair, taking
use of nic.O.ine products in brothers, Verdict. Edd, and
all the credit and refusing debating both sides of
Ellis at 3 o'clock, right up on the be tried today. '
the pi Kappa sprays, disinfectants and the
ture during- the winter months than will consist mainly of eating and to give
Mr. Barkley any.
like. Arnold of St. Louis, Mo.. She public square. If you
' Delta question. Brinn and Overby
can't In the second day's session here
any of the permanent or semi- frying fish. Milstead said. Mayor
Stubblefield added that he did
Growers have reduced plantinga was the mother of two children be here when
comprised
the
ed
stove
the
team
that
and Tuesday, the jury freed , Harold
defeated
defeat
permanent pasture during the year. George Hart, Milstead, City Clerk
wish to detract any -credit
of dark tobaccos from a peak of who died. in infancy.
Pittsburgh-a team
aluminumware are given Wilkersosa lifter finding him not
It was pointed out on the chart Charles Grogan. Harry I. Sledd, from Goveanor
to be 570.000 acres
in 1915 to 161.900
Chandler. for reMrs. James was a member of
away be sure to have some- guilty of a charge of cutting Parthat West Kentucky farmers losc
. Joe T. Lovett and others will be clueing the state -debt but that it among the best in thetournament. acres. in 1937, but surpluses con- the M. E. Church at South
vin Wilkersan, and it gave Ora
Pleasone represent you. And be- Garrison
more time and available pasture there to act as Welcomers to the was made possible
This marked Murray's first year, Kruse to accumulate. due largely ant Grove. She
because taxes
a probated sentence of
was a faithful
. .
that could be had, by not securing social.
sides
were millions of dollars a year to compete • in the Grand Eattein to diminishing exports.
all
this
we
are
expectwife, ,a good neighbor, and a true
2 years after he had pleaded
fall and winter pasture. The staMilstead said the highlight of the higher than ever before in the Tournament. •
ing
a
band
to entertain you guilty to a charge of robbery.
Chrjgtianl
tion also had Ifimbs on the crimson year for Legionairres was their history of Kentucky and that the
Others on the squad who have
The grand jury indicted Rudy
Burial services - were held at with music galore from one
clover pasture without any grains, getting together in the spring fat state had received millions of dol- earned letters this
to three o'clock. Don't miss and L: C.7Wilkerson on a charge
year for MyrV.
South Pleasant Grove 'thirty.
eating entirely roughness. Again, a good old-fashioned fish fry end lars in assistance from the Fed- ray but who did
of knoWingly
receiving stolen
this gala occasion. ' not make the
the superintendent cautioned the
-iiiiiniements and ertri lgoverntiatirt who
o rt
'Movie)
gy
oits
,
WNIXotrrin
placed them under
-fr-Vaxon, an,..
Any
question
s
group to be sure to have the right privileges will be made to accom- Chandler had accepted and was Paul Lemons, Murray.
each; Willie Goosby
Only Miller
gladly explained at 'The
amount and plenty of roughness modate all ex-service men, whether now criticizing the U. S. Govern- and Overby have been
was placed under $100 bond on
on the varLedger
&
Times
office.
if they expected to do without members of the Legion or not, he ment for being in debt. He said shy team as much as
a charge of petit larceny; Edd
The Rev, Bruce B. Maguire will
two years.
Senator Barkley .had taken the
graiq. He also stated that in no said.
Kendall, on a double charge Or
Gantt and Lemons are freshmen.
Prracti the Easter sermon as guest
Just who Will manipulate the lead in enacting legislation to
time during the experiment with
malicious shooting and carrying a
minister at the Kentucky Avenue
About thirty-two local business,
the cows on the grain ration had skillets, Milstead failed to Men- make it possible for old-age peneoncealed _weapon
was placed
Presbyterian Church in Paducah,
official and professional men were
under $503 bond: Roy Blanton,
they produced more butter fat to tion, but from the way Legion- sioners to get $30 a month but
The Coal Run homemakers' club it was revealed today.
that
Governor
Chandler.
Elmo Payne. and Johnny Hunt,
through in Pike county paid a debt of $120
guests of the local CCC camp and
pay for more than 60 per cent of airres licked their lips in anticipa--Mr. Maguire was guest minister
on a charge of storehouse breakLieutenant Hayes and -his staff at Murray
tion of the treat, they must have failure to match available Federal on their club by serving dinners
the grain:
High
last
Palm
Sanday
Gridmen
at
Kentucky
the
Look
Good
funds,
was
permitting them to for churches
ing were indicted and placed
their 5th anniversary dinner held
It rained practically all day but absolute confidence in the culinary
and business clubs,
Avenue church.
in Scrimmage With Union
get only an average of $9 a
under bonds of $250 each; and
last Sunday at the camp. Following
the men who made the trip en- accomplishments of the chosen
City Eleven
month.
Wilton Bucy, 0. B. Farley, Joe
a sumptuous feast Lieutenant
joyed it and were not disappointed ones.
Mr. Stubblefieled said suitable
Walker, and Ralph Lassiter were
Hayes gave a short talk on the
and all expressed desire .to go again
Murray
High
School's Tigers bonded at $500 each on
headquarter's would be opened in
a joint
pistory of the CCC camps and on closed
another year.
their spring football prac- charga of storehouse
Murray at the proper time and
breaking.
the Murray camp which has one
tice here Tuesday with a scrimthat he would welcome the adof the best ratings in the fifth
mage with - the eleven from Union
vice and suggestion4 of all percorps area. Responses to his talk City,
sons interested in Mr. Barkley's
Tenn., high school.
were
made
by
Senator
T. 0. Turn-i Although Murray was
45
endorsement.
on the
'tributing to good health and good er. Max Hurt, Prof. Lowrie and small
end of an 18-12 score, the
Capitol Theatre, Thursday, L:od.
Rev. A. V. Havens.
proteges of Coach Preston Holland
Friday, Saturday, April
"The Meaning of 'The Cross."
Sheriff's officials are still looking
What to do with left-overs? How
After dinner the guests were showed
Mrs. Mary Mohundro. 81. died
up worthily and after the
28, 29, 30-10 a. m.'
will be the sermon subject of A. for a hit-and-run driver who killed
to take the gloom out of laundry shown through the camp and the
game enthusiasm was high among of senility at Pottertown last MonV. Havens, minister of the First Nilus Darnell, 54. a painter residday? How to save time, energy officials pointed out the nature of
Murray fans in anticipation of a day afternoon and was buried at
Christian Church, at the morn- ing 25/2 miles south of Benton
It's the talk of the town!
and temper in meal preparation? work they are doing.
last
winning season for the Tigers next the Barnett cemetery 'Tuesday afing worship service, Easter Sun- Sunday night near his home.
Women throughout the com- How to be attractive in spite of
ternoon. Funeral services were
fall.
day. Special music will be preThe body had been lying there
Miss Kathleen Caldwell, who re- munity are planning to attend the the daily rush? How to make the
It was the Hollandmen's second held at the home of her stepson,
sented under the direction of more than an hour.
Darnell's left ceives applications for feed and friendly class for home-makers. piecrust that men love to eat?
scrimmage practice during the Pack Mohundro, where she lived,
Charles Miller. The service will leg was broken, a
Picture
Cooking How to give first-aid to fallen
part of his skull crop loans in the office of the the 'Motion
spring 'drills, they having previous- at 10 o'clock Tuesday _morning.
begin at 10:45.
crushed, and his neck broken. A county agent on Mondays, Thurs- Sehool, scheduled to operr at the cakes?
Mrs. Mohundro was a member
ly held the Murray alumni to a
"Words And Music," the all- broken
It won't be necessary to ask the
headlight was found near days, and Saturdays of each week, Capitol Theatre on Thursday mornof the Mayfield Christian church.
musical, candle-light worship ser- the
6-6 deadlock.
questions, for expert home specialbody and the imprint of a said that through this morning ing. April 28. at 10 a. m.
vice will be presented Sunday bumper
, Murray's backfield. looked good The Rev, J. H. Thurman, Murray
Sherwood Churchill, 73, who died
was on the back of his 48 farmers in Calloway county
A welcome invitationo to the wise ists have anticipated these very
night at 7:30. The service will legs.
have made applications for the is sufficient, and the 'only invite- problems. They •know what both- Friday in Ft. Worth, Tex.. after and its line was far from ragged. Baptist minister, conducted the
feature special miiiical 'numbers
funeral services. Mrs. Mohundro is
tion needed for this novel cooking ers many an experienced house- a long illness of Bright's disease, No stars were evidenced. but
Paducah officials detained a loans.
by the 'College Girls Trio and
.Puckett and Hale handled the ball survived by one son, Lee LockThe funds . conic through state school is that extended • to every keeper, because it is their job to was buried Saturday in Ft.
couple of men Wednesday, and
Worth
John Quertermous, basso profunhart. of Mayfield.
summoned Willie Biffle and J. T. and Federal organizations which woman by The Ledger & Times. knee/ and to counsel helpfully.
according to word received here like college men as 'they drovedo.
through the Tennessee line for conFun, novelty and entertainment Wednesday.
Overbey froth Murray to identify lend money to worthy farmers for There is no charge to see any of
A special Easter program will
sistent gains which in two instances
them, but the suspects had made whom such , aid is necessary in the showings of "Star in My are joined throughout the feature
Mr. Churchill left Murray in 1887. netted
be presented at the Sunday School
picture, for it is always fair
putting out their crops and feed- Kitchen".
touchdowns.
..
was
He
in
business
beginning at 9:30. Those who wish bail and gone before the Murray- ing, their work
with his brothweather when neighborly cooks gel.
Coach Holland gave his entire
animals.
ans
arrived,
Because
the
this
newspape
local
r
'stands
police
er,
J.
H.
ChUrchill, here for a while squad of 20- men
deto see this program should come
together. Home-making has a uniworkouts in the
partment said today.
ready to sponsor all progressive deearly to obtain a seat,
versal appeal, and every woman is previous to his going.contest. Union City, whicie lost 11
velopment
particliilar
s.
ly
when
they
He is survived by J. H. Churchill. lettermen
The Christian Endeavor Societies
eager to learn the newest news of
through- graduation last
affect the homes of the community,
will meet at 6:30, Sunday evening,
undertaker of Murray awl former year,
her craft.
served notice on opposition
it
presentin
isg
this
motion pieThe Mid-Week meeting will be
Cooking, romknce, modern kitch- coroner; Moore Churchill, San Di- clubs it would be hard To
handle
lure romance of home-making enThe New Yoil. Giants smacked
held Wednesday night at 7:30,
ens, and clever actors and actresses ego, Calif.,' another brother; and this fall.
tirely free.
• four home runs and the Cleveland
, The Service Circle will meet
by
a
third
do not tell the cornplete story of
brother. Emmett
A number of Calloway County W.,B. Gilbert is Renamed to Board
Indians one' Monday ,afternoon in
"If I could.enly see exactly- how this •1938-model cooking school. Churchill, of Ft. Worth. His
Tuesday afternoon at 3 o'clock
wido'w,
of Direetoes; Murrayans ,
and Murray's leading grocers are
Paducah's, major league inaugural,
she mixes and handles her pie- The picture is. a whole laboratory Mrs. Mary Churchill,
with Mrs. Jack Fanner.
and
a
daughsponsoring
Perform
the
appearance
but that single' circuit clout by -the
of
crust'.'
Tonight (Thursday) the Chrisof modern ideas and wise .counsel, ter, lIrs. Fannie Granger. Ft.
Swift's
Jewel Cowboys next
At a meeting' of the West KenAmerican Leaguers Was sufficient
That comment has been heard touching on latest developments in ,Worth.'also survive,
tian Fellorhip League will hold
as do Ronald,
Thursday, April 21. The concerts tucky Funeral Director's
to decide the game in their favor,
Associa- from beginners and'frora_more ex- home equiphient and ,iik.msoras, Raph„
dihner-threting. A splendid
its
and Max, Chtirchilr nephwill be free and the schedukt, ., ..."'" - '' -*:',:_:Hugh Finley, Dyersburg, Tenn.. 8-7. ..
.
ienced eookt at iriliwitticking including laundry, rt4eth4
aot,
-1.Cti Hotel in PIF
menu and a Vitally interesting
zot
as follows: 9:30 to 10. at Ellittei, .:7.i..r•L . _ _.:•1431'
football quartertack, was elccte
With The score 7 AO 5 in favor of._
Craning n e ck's ;and t4-) prepare left-overs, beatIty secnight Dr. Her_ schools.
program have been arranged. All
& Blalock's. Tolley & Carson's. bert Drennon..
president of the students at Mut., the Giants in the last half of -trie
head of the depart- anxious eyes, trained on the stage rets, hints on saving time and
men are
invited
regardlaw of and
A Metcalfe county farmer has ray
Swanni Shroat Bras. 10:30 ment of English
College in a run-off election ninth inning. Julius Solters. who
church affiliation.
and foreign Ian- from the sides and back of the labor, arip fresh suggestions on been
pasturing 15\sheep on an acre with Louis
to 11; Murray Food
Market. guages at Murray State College, demonstration hall, have failed how to entertain.
Applegate. incumbentl joined -the Indians only last week
ll
The Ladies Aid Society will
graciously
.
as
of barley
Economy Grocerit. J. T. Wallis de gave
last week. Other officers elected after an extended holdout, blasted
Wmeet Tuesday afternoon at 2:30.
-.a strong lecture on what he to catch all of the important steps well as how to be thrifty.
Son and T. L. Smith. 1130 to
were Lee Williams, Paris, ,Tenn, the ball far over the leftcenterfleld
considered a "grave undertaking." in pastry-making and other culina at the church.
It won't be necessary to carry
Production of hybrid corn will vice-presi
Noon. They will be at Midway
dent: Marie Holt. La- fence to send in Bruce Campbell
the work of the funeral directors ary arts. Only'
early birds in pad and pencil and try to scribble
be the leading project for Simpson
and Tobacco from 1 to 1:30, and
the very -front row have, h.3 measure-ments
Center. secretary,'and Miss Martha and Sammy -Hale ahead of him.
KROGER WILL HOLD
of this area.
,the darkened- county Utopia dab mem
will play for the grocers at Hazel
-bees.
Approximately 4,000 persons conHello Wells, Murray. treasurer.
COOKING DEMONSTRATION
W. B. Gilbert,, Murray mortician, close-up- of the stage in the past. theatre, because free recipe sheets,
from 2 to 2:30 p. m.
Mai Wells is the daughter of verged -cn, Paducah from the tri----was reelected to the board 'of dia• arid even they couldn't peer di- with complete formula's for many
Dr. 0. C. Wells, Murray. Miss Mary state area to comprise the Itillotelt
The Kroger Grocery and Bakrectors.
-e
of the delicious dishes iirepgred in
Ronald Churchill. Murray tectly into the mixing bowl.• •
Now the wizardry, of the camera this Motion Picture Cooking
Elizabeth RobeAs, daughter of Mr. crowd ever to see a baseball game
ing Company will conduct a cookundertaker, was the incumbent
has solved the problem,making it School will be distributed daily.
and Mrs. W. P. Roberts, Murray, in this section of the country. and
ing demonstration all next week
Secretary-treasurer of the body.
possible for every per, n in The
at their store on the west side
was elected sophomore class rep- while play was ragged there were
Surprises in store for readers of
Those from Murray attending the
ch fas- The Ledger & Times will not be . An all-day meeting---of the
of the squart under the leaderresentative for 'next year. Retiring sufficient flashes of brilliance and
meeting were Dr. Drennon, Mr. and Capitol Theatre- to share
A total of 9133.048.60. payable
cinatinr stage ef the planning, limited to free etitertatrunent
ship of Miss Ann Harris, Majestic
officers from Calloway are Charles enough lusty hitting to send them
and . District Homemakers' FederaMrs. W. B. Gilbert-, Mr. and Mrs.
to 2,843 persons on 2,080 ftrms,
measuring. blending. and baking instruction. since there will be
Cookware cooking expert
Baugh, Lynn Grove, oice-prest- all home satisfied. It was a chilly.
The
tion
will
hes). been received in Calloway
be
Ronald Churchill. Mr. and Mrs. in
held at Clinton on
lahistery day wfth the wind in fta
practical, up-to-date minute • daily gifts, many of which will
public is invited to attend the
dent;
Monday.
Charles T. Yarbrough, Murcounty to date, it was' anMay 2, it was anJack Sharborough and Marion
meanest mood, but the fans, nearkitchens."
•
•
sessions every day, according to
bring
pleasure
andrenewed
ray,
apprenounced hete today by Cdunty
senior class representative;
nounced
Sharborougit Mr. and Mrs. Hall
today
by
County
ly half of whom were forced to
Keeping pace with the baking. dation of "school days" long after, Agent
Ralph Yarbrough. local Manager.
Bob
J. T. Cochran.
Agent J. T. Cochran. The payHazel, sophomore rep- stand
Hood and daughter. Martha Belle, roasting
•
along the., foul lines, took
and ,frying. a series of the final gtaduation on the closMrs. Monroe, cf the state dements were in adjustment on
resentative: and Jim Hart, Murray.
ad
Packman and daugh- salads and frozen
it alt in good spirit.
delicacies
,
will
One hundretUand fifteen Woodford
ing
day.
.
partment
the 1937 soil consertratilim preat
freshman nil
Lexington.
.
_
in
ter., Sylvia, .•
resenkaste
..
'parads-so--andasia.-e&-Abia,asiaptabi• --Jot. the parade.inf',Mine-makers
eotutty tererters new' have elec.= - Truitt-- Oh'hund
chenft of thi. program, today
.
rid • a n d
Misses .ffood. Sharborough. and refrigerator,
Ripple hil homers'for VtgAjorkWhich will reveal its Thurtiday, Friday and Saturday, Issued an invitation
tricity from lines built since last
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Bruce Maguire
eh Easter
Sermon in Paducah

CCC Camp Is Host
At Birthday Feast

TIGERS CLOSE
SPRING DRILLS
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New Movie Cooking School

Officers Search
Havens To Preach For Motorist Who
On "The Cross" Ran Over Darnell

Mrs. M. Mohundro
Is Buried Tuesday
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Ist: and Mrs. D. K. ButOwensboro.
Finley. Ohio, to accept a position the work of testing cream at Tay- •
trio:so:an aria 011ter relatives here The "
Joy of Living
"
! Miss Sue Purdorn has gone to with the Fox Studios. From Fin- lore Store.
fur the laat°1wo weeks, returned
Cann!. Ill.. to spend the Easter ley Pat wires he will go to ManisMr. and Mrs. Clarice Wilson and
Saturday to her Milne in Blyththolidays with friends,
tee. Mich.
s
beyk-evits
wi.ted in--the home of Mr.
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epic Ark..
:MINS Madge Patterson will leave
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Helene and Mrs. Quitman 'Key -over •the
Miss Helen Johnston spell. Ole
Friday
morning
for
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John W. Lawrence, 34. who
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City
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Key visited Monday afternoon after a 2-yese
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Clit
with
end
Miss
Edwina
Hinton.
'
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.•
left this week for Louis- relatives in Murray Sunday. They illness
of tuberculosis was boo,
Mrs. H. 0 Blalock and Mrs, W. she will go to Milwaukee where Johnston. Helen will leave
Mac _Kirkland was carried to ville, where they will attend the
also visited Lowell Key at the Tuesday afternoon at the Sini
L. Baker spent last week-end in she will attend the national meet- nessiaa• for a trip which ash ...
Clinic
the
Hospital
Tuesday Kentucky Education Assoelation.
)Spring cemetery. after the Re,
Clinic. r
St. -Louis, Mo.
ing of' the Western Arts ASSJCI3- tin. Sigh Monday of next week al
where he remained for treatment.
Dr. J. A. Outland, county health
Mr, - -and Mrs. 0. T. Paschall V. Henson of Benton had condueted
Mrs. Peed Laws, of Fultizio who lion, returning to Mun-ay on April which will include a
was
He
threatened with - pneu- official; Miss Virginia Irvan, counPaducah Friday to see funeral services there.
has been receiving turgical treat- 24.
Ws: Carolyn Craynor o
monia.
ty nurse; and Mrs.- Martha Shoe- -motored to
goitre opLawrence operated a store
ment at a PleyfIrld Itlosjntal, this
Mrs. L. M. Overbey. Jr., of Pa- boro and i duet visit la ito
r Luther Jackson. of the firm maker. -health secretary. attended a physician who InaOe a
week was removed here to the ducah. Mrs. L. M. Overbey, Sr.. girls to the home of -a friend .
of Graham & Jacksop here, went a quarterly health meeting in Pa- eration for Mrs. •Paschall this Brown's Grove community.
Winter. The physician found Mrs. a metnber of the Salem Heat .
home of her sister. 'Mrs. Martha and Miss Mgr' Martha Overbey Richmond. KYto Nasnville Wednesday morning ducah Monday Morning.
Katherine and - Mrs II F B
Paschall doing nicely' and' says she church and of the Murray Masons_
Anderson. where she will conva- spent last Thursday in Nashorlle.
r treatmentt He was accompalesce until she is -able to, return
may begin doing her work. .
Mrs. E B. Ludwick has gone to durant. Fulton. veers
Lodge.
nied by Mrs. Jackson and Mr. and
permanently to her home
e.
Hodgenville where she will be-,the Sunday evening wo:.
_
Survivals arc his father, B
Mrs. Luther Robertsun.
Around Paschall
.
Mrs. Lyda Foster was a dinner
Mrs Talmadge Erwin and chil-' guest of friends until: after Easter. JehnStOn 'here. - Miss Chriatane
guest of Mrs.•Delia Lancaster one Lawrence, of Browns Grove, his
Mrs. • Lexie Christiansen. Mc•
arch. of Detroit. arrived Monday
Mrs. George Gatlin qf Paris was Jeamston. daughter of Mrs. JohngLowell Key. who has been suf- day last week.
widow. Opal Lawrencei two sisEwen. Tenia. daughter of Judge
•
accompanied the Bondurants
morning to spend some time with the week-end guest of Mr. and t.
ters, Mrs. Nannie Armstrong ant:
and Also Ethan treas. is at her tering with a raptured appendix
and
Jones
Hollon
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and Was ii1•0 possent at the dinner.
her mother. Mrs_ _Mary_ Butter- Mrs Vernon Stubplancid. Sr.
mother's bedside here. Mrs. Irvaa for about two week* miss-carried gifts, Bobby and Annie, WefP In Mrs. ladite Armstrong, both- TO the
worth,
Robert - James Stubblefield is - MISS -K dtinsti raMwett M
county: and two brothers, Mato:,
been very, ill meently after a to: the Clinic in Murray one 'day Murray last Friday.
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4sf- pastalyins -mere- there:
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in Ripley and Memphis.
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Mr. and
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years ago
Mrs. Christiansen ar- will reniain in the Clinic for a
partmeat of agriculture, spent the
spending .the KEA vacatiot with Tenn.
few days yet. Lowell is a very Inez were also in Murray Friday
rived Tuesday.
week-end
with her parents, Mr.
Miss Edna Jeanne Perdue. Paducah.
Bill Swann returned Monday
and visited .Lowell Key in the
Mrs. Morgan Owen, of Tobacco. smart and attractive little boy and
Mrs.
Mecoy left Saturday from Brownsville. Tenn., where and Mrs. W. C. Caldwell. in Lynn
his many relatives and friends are Clinic. Mr. and Mrs. Goeble Wilson
a
sister
to
Dr.
L.
D.
Many baby beeves are on fei
Hale,
was
for Hollywood. Fla.. where she he has been in a hospital fcllowing Grove.
Of Detroit made a trip here to be
operated on Wednesday morningi wishing him to regain his health
Washington county, both by •
Mrs. H. D. Cothran, Hazel Park,
will be the guest of her daughter. an auttimobile accident several
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Mrs.
eof
Bid
bed
the
at
!soon and be able to return to his
club members 'and adult tarn:
Or so It seems for Irak* Dunne at the Mason hospital for a kidMrs Frank L. Teuton. She was weeks ago. lie is much improved. Mich. has been visiting friends and
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Mrs. Hollie Key and Mrs: Min- for improved lawns and gardens
Mrs.,'.Mari Ed MeCoy Hall left
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Mr. -and Mrs. W. W. Heflin and
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Wednesday for Chicago for a visit
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son. On Tuesday of next week
with her mother. Mrs.. D. L.
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Mr. and Mrs. •Audy. 0•Droopi. Gaughan.
Thursday from Louisville where he
Till 5 P. M.
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The, following patients were disRichard Caldwell. Murray.
charged from the Clinic Hominid
Martin Combs. Murray.
Most of us are proud the teachThere is nut much sickness, to
this
week:
Lowell Key, Lynn GroVs.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolphua Key and ers are going to the KEA so we report this week. Mrs. Autrey CarSince the material has not come
Mrs. 011ie Patichatl. Lynn Grove.
Mrs. Samuel Adams, Murray.
j'he following patients were adroll has been ill. Tom McDaniel for our new doors and pews at
daughter, Dorothy Love. visited in can enjoy a short vacation.
Mrs. Alpha Code, Farmington.
W. M. Ambrose, Murray.
mitted to the Clinic Hospital this
The Lustucru society gave a Is- slowly improving.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. George
Friendship, vie met again Sunday
week:
splendid chapel program Tuesday,
Missed Vera May and Mary Boyd, on the sunny southern side of the ARE
Jenkins Friday night.
YOU In- the alamet :or a
Lyle Hummel], Murray.
April 13, The guitar music by Hey- Charlene and Morgan Gean Car- churchyar
d for worship. But such
Radia? We wail the rtCA Victor,
Miss Lettie Lee Grooms visited
James Lindsey, near Belle City.
ward .Bidwell was enjoyed very roll, Barbara and Ethel Cook spent material
discomfort does not pre- Philco and Sentinel.
Miss Beatrice Kuykendall over the
Farm
Max, small son of Mr. and Mrs.
much.
Sunday
afternoon
with ,,Hilda vent us from having long, inter- models for homes without elecWeek-end.
Conn Moore. near Murray.
. All the annuals have been com- Hughie.
esting lessons. More than 50 at- tricity. Johnson-Fain Appl. Co. tfc
Mrs. Thannie,Parker, near MurMiss Opal Orr was a Saturday pleted. They are very nice and Hershey
Robinson has been trading tended Sunday despite the fact that
ray.
night guest of Miss Elease Paschall. we appreciate them 'ai)ery much,
ears lately.
many of the regular attendants BROOM CORN SEED, Tall and
Cleo Cunningham, Murray, Route
Miss Ruthie Lee Fletcher was a but not as much as we will in
Mr. and Mrs. Barber Carroll and were absent. About 30 members of Short variety. SQUARE DEAL 4.
week-end guest of Mss OM Wicker. the future.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Morgan spent the Bible class were led in a study BROOM SHOP, 110 Main St. at
Mrs. Nola Whitnell, Hazel.
Mr. :nd Mrs. Oman Paschall
Ratlroad Crossing, Murray, KenThe baccalaureate sermon will be Sunday
afternoon
at Johnnie of James II by Clarence Dyer.
Mrs. Chas Jordon, near Browns
Visited Mr. and Mrs. George Jen- delivered by Elder R. B. Win- Hughes.
tuck)
A2lp Grove.
Among thaw_ usuajJy present but
ns Saturday night.
chester of the Benton Baptist
Loy Huelet Futrell called on then absent
Lup Farley. Murray.
were: Mrs. Calve Clark, NOTICE:—On and .after March 31,
Messers George Pitman .and Eual Church. Benton. The commence- Johnnie Hughes
Wednesday night. who was with her
Master Guy McCuiston, Murray.
I hereby set my son. James
very sick mothOrr visited Hildred Paschall Satur- ment address' will be delivered by
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Morgan vis- er, Mrs.
Mrs. Earl Miller, Lynn Grove.
IKorgan Owen, Professor Elytn, free, and will not be reday night.
Max B. Hurt Murray.
ited Mr. and Mrs. Barber Carroll and
KennethaLee, Murray.
obligations
Mrs.
J.
H..
Walaten,
Miss 5Pansible for any
The sealers are working on a Sunday evening.
Mrs. Lona Nance and daughter.
conDenton Falwell. Murray, RFD.
Jeanette and Miss Nannie Bur- filleted by him. Signed John
Mildred, visited Henry Hooper play entitled "Anything Might
Mrs. Beulah White and sons of keen,
Wildy Berry, Murray.
Garland,
A14p
who
were with Mr. Walston's
Happen." Mr. Raines is coaching Tennessee are at the bedside of
over the weektend.
Ji•rtmie, son of Mr. and Mrs.
sick aunt; M. and Mrs. T. C. G.eurFOR SALE—Gladiola," Da ha a d
Mrs Jimmie Orr is- %vela—im- the _play. A definite date Jartan:
-arviodroother-who
Mr. Wayne
Tube
Rose Bulbs, Mrs. I. T.
bcan set yet but it will be during has been ill frit' about three months.
proved at this writing.
W. M. Ambrose, Murray.
ill, Professor and Mrs. Jones, Mr. Crawford,
Murray, Ky. Rt. 8. A14p
Mr. and Mrs. Lee . Roy Kuyken- commencement.
•
Tellus Tripp. Murray.
Miss Adelene Hughes 'spent the and Mrs.
C.
0.
Brandon
and
fam•
The sophomore play was a suc- week-end with Nella and Mary Lou
dall visited Mr. and Mrs. Ode Key
Mrs. 011k Paschall, Lynn Grove.
ily. and Mr. and Mrs. Clyde HELM'S Chicks—Officially BloodSunday. Lowell Key, son of Mr cess and the clans gave the money Jeffrey west of Murray.—CottonBaby 'McDougal, small daughter
Phelps, who went to a doctor for tested, Government Approved—
of Mr. and Mrs. Leman McDougal,
and Mrs. Key came hose Sunday to the school. The members of Top.
Highest Livability 1937 'contest
treatment of Mrs. Phelps.
Murray.
from the Clinic after an attack of the sophomore 'class, Wish to thank
Champion
Pen
Illinois Contest
Still considerable sickness preWarren Honeycutt, Murray.
everyone who came.
appendicitis.
January.
Pedigreed
Sired Matvails in the community, although
Richard Caldwell. Murray.
The sophomores enjoyed a picMr. Ancid Wicker visited Mr.
ing'. Free Brooding Bulletin.
most of 'the sick ones are better.
Walter Adams, near Murray.-- nic at _Pine Bluff Friday afternoon.
Edison Nance Saturdai, night.
HELM'S ITATEHIERY; --PartiCah,
Frank Lee, who had a periodic atKelly Venters, Murray.
As
have
we
never
written
for
Mr.
Lassiter,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dunn visited
the
Ky.
sophomore
A28p
tack of -a hest trouble last week
Little Laura _ Nell Buchanan,
Mr. and Mrs. Arther Nance Sunday. sponsor, showed everyone a good the good, old Ledger & Times, so
well known -every where, we will is much better. Little Miss Mary WE RECONDITION Automobile Brandan,
Mr. and Mrs. Vester Paschall, time. They plan to :give another
Delmar Moore, Murray.
try to gather up some news from Lou Hargis has recovered from a Motors; Repair burst cylinders,
Mrs. Rebecca Paschall, Pauline and entertainment _before the end of
Martin Combs. Murray.' ' ,_•_
down • in the happy- Sunshine two-weeks' indisposition and so cracked
water. jackets; burst
Wilma Paachall visited Mr. and. school.
Mrs. Alpha Cude, Farmington.
Hills.
have Oscar W. Falwell and his and cracked cylinder heads; cylThe one and two history classes
Mrs. C. A. Paschall Saturday night.
Mrs. Trixie Coleman of Murray little daughter, Mary Ruth. Mrs. inder regrinding, not honing;
Mr. and Mrs. Othel Paschall and have been studying the World War. spent
the week with her father and Clyde Phelps is much better from crank-shaft grinding. All work
They
son, Gerald, were guests in the
have been having some -very
mother, latr. and Mrs. Lee Outland sinusitis and infected teeth which guaranteed. TURNER'S Game FOR SALE—One tres:i Jersey
home of Mr. and Mrs. Arlin Pas- interesting debates on
various of Brandon.
cow, International riding plow.
and Automobile Machine
ghe has hed removed.
questions of the war.
chall Thursday night.
McCormick-Deering binder.
Miss Irene Smothermen was the
L.
Denton Falwell gtill remains in Coldwater. Ky.
A28p.
WO POUNDS per chick—that's all the Purina
Those on the honor roll this Sunday guest
Mr. Monroe Hutchen Is ill- at
Clint Jones; Route ft. Murray. lp
• of -Miss Argenteen the Clinic Hospital but he is reChick Startena you'll need to put your chicks
, six, weeks are as follows: Fresh- Sills.
this writing.
FOR SALE--1935 Dodge Pi ton
ported considerably bejter.
house on
truck, clean job, low mileage; FOR RENT-5-room
Mr. and Mrs. Toss Paschall via- men. Hilda Pritchett and G. W.
off to a head start.,
Misses Viola and Ann Johnson
Mrs. Alice Colson, who, it was
Woods;
also .restaurant, excellent equip- Hazel Highway at South edge of
sophomores: Dortha Cald- Were week-end guests of Misses
ited Mr. and -Mrs C. A. Paschall
Qply a thimblefuta day! See what a big job such
feared, was mortally ill from br_ontown.
Lights
.and.
mater.___EL
ment. Sae L.. Rose.
well, Nell Sutter. MaryNell Jones. Ruth and Ruby Scott --- 7--_ -A.
Sundw
A21c
ehial pneumonia at the home of
smalla
a-Mount of feed has to do? That's why
Starks,
Rural
Carrier.
lp
Sunday afternoon guests of Mrs. her daughter,
Sorry to hear "Aunt knna" Pas- Mamie Nell Rowland, Brdoksie Nell
Mrs. Ira Vance, in NOTICE:—On and after March 31,
Startena must contain
Burkeen. and Claudene 'Phillips; Eliza Salyer, who has been fit for
chall is on the sick list.
Paducah, has recovered consider- 1938. I hereby set my sons.: FOR RENT-3-roam
apartment,
only the best ingreIra Tarkigton and George Jen- seniors.' Mary Margaret Roberts some time, were Mr. and Mrs. ably and is . conualesci
ng. Her son. Thomas and James, free, and will 307 North 5th St. Mrs. Zeirna
and
Frances
Sinter
Willie
Johnson.
dients, and has to be
kins are on the sick list.
Jackson, who lives in this corn- not be responsible for any obli- Barnett.
lp
--William Outland of Brandon
--Mr. and Mrs. Oman Paschall
blended exactly right.
munity and who, with his wife, gations contracted by them. Sign- spent Saturday and Sunday with
visited 'Mrs. Rebecca Paschall and
FOR
ed,
SALE--For
Nesbitt.
W.
T.
dson Tractor in
Mrs. Bessie Outland Colson, works
A14p
See us today. Have a
Lester Dunelson of Murray route
family Thursday night.
No. 1 -condition. Also new Allisat Murray, has not yet returned
bag of Purina Chick
8.
EVERGREENS, Shrubs, Gladioli Chalmers Tractors
Mr. and Mrs. Vester Paschall
and other imto the Memphis hospital where he
These who .enjoyed a radio proBulb a Perennials, !including plementsa _ J. C -Taylor.
Startena ready .for
-were- Samdey- --guests-- in••the Marne
has been _for_aerne...ttme.....undergo,
--Pidieras
Wain
-$
17-thebeim
•Sedurneta
'Lowery
e
andanther-raCke
of
Otitry"
Merits:
'seed- ac Implement Co., Hazel,
-of Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Orr.
chicks.'
Mg
treatment
for
a
rheumatic Bleeding Hearts, etc. Attractive
Mason Memorial Hospital during land Friday night were Viola John-Ky.
Cratie Paschall has purchased a
lp
the week ending April 12:
son. Ruth Scott, William Outland, trpuble.
prices
Murray
Nursery,
8th &
Agents for Helms Approved Chicks
car. ,
Few persons have more distress Olive. Phone
Ivan
Cunninghaim. Murray. Clifford and Clifton Smotherman,
364.
tfc STEADY WORK—GOOD PAY—
Hubert Orr traded cars last Week. surgery;
Glenn %Ilford. Puryear. Mrs. Bedie Outland, Willie John- than Mrs. V. B. Falwell has been
RELIABLE MAN WANT'ED to
Henry Hooper, Mary Kathrine Tenn..
surgery; Master Billy son, James and Cartel! Smother- and still is undergoing with the Un- FOR RENT—Furnished apartment. call on farmers
in E. Calloway
Hooper and, Mildred Nance were Crage.
Murray, surgery: Chas. man, Troy and Woodrow Kirk, L. ease of illness in her family. Her Modern conveniences. Mrs. Solon County. No expeitence
apr capidinner guests. of Mr. and Mrs. Mar- Kennerly. Murray.
Higgins,
712
PHONE 388
W.
Main.
daughter-i
tfc
n-law,
Mrs.
E.
W,
0.
and D. V. Outland, and J. W.
Faltreatment; Miss
tal required. Make up fo $12 a
vin Page Sunday.
.
well, is convalescing from a danRubye Carolyn Wilson. Murray, Scott.
CHARLI
E
LINN
E.
RUDOLP-H THURMAN
day.
Write
MR.
FOR'
SALE—An
THOMAS.
Upright Piano.
P. 0.
Misses Bernice Kuykendall and surgery; Mrs. Ella
A group cf boys motored over to gerous attack of intestional flu at Telephone 291.
James, Murray.
Box 1062. Lexington. Ky.
1 p North Third Street
Murray, Ky.
Orene Orr were in Paris Monday treatment; Mrs. W.
A. Owen. Mur- Calvert City Saturday night. They the home of her sister in Chattato get new permanents—Happy ray. surgery; Claud Brown. Mur- report a most enjoyable visit. nooga. Mrs. Folveell has been hin- FOR RENT-10-room
house. 2
Jack
ray, treatment; Mrs. Burnie Mc- Those who went were Lowery Out- dered from going to her daughter- baths, hardwood floors, 2 garages.
Whorter. Murray. surgery; John land. Clifford, Clifton and Cartell in-law by the illness of two of her large yard; near college. Phone
Torn Miller, Murray, treatment; Smotherman.
'sisters, Mrs. John Carraway and John Ryan, 99J or 334-1
tf
Ratiifte Paschall. Puryear. Tenn.;
"Uncle Pete" Boggess is very ill Mrs. Morgan Owen, that of her
Walter Steeley, Murray.
at ,this writing. We wish for him only living aunt. Mrs. Nan Father; FOR SALE-6-room house, bath
Patients dismissed during the a speedy recovery.
and of her sister-in-law, Mrs. Al- and basement on South 12th 'St.
week endbig April 12:
Lowery Outland and Clifford tee Calton, Al! of these relatives Ph:of 35 or see Lewis Beaman.
lp
Mrs. Wayne Powell, Benton; Smotherman have purchased new have been very sick and
Mrs. FalBaby Danny Jimerson, Puryear, guitars.
Look out. Grand Old well herself, has been, and still is, FOR •SALE-19
34 V-8 Ford coach,
Tenn.; Master Billy Crago. Mur- Opry you will have help in a few under the care of
ale doctor.
1930 Chevrolet Tudor.
Both
ray; Miss Mary Hargrove. Golden more days.
Mrs. Laura Travis and three priced to sell reasonable. Neva
DAYS
Pond; Glen
We forgot to tell you the Sun children, after returnink
Rushing, Camden.
from De- Waters,-Gulf Station, corner 6th
April 20, 21
Tenit-;
.-- MIss Lenore Louise Work- Flower Girls went visting too. troit and
22, 2'1
visiting with Mr. Travis' and Main, Murray.
lc
man. Palmersville. Tenn.; John They spent Saturday night with
mother. Mrs. Daniel McKeel and
Listen to Iltdio
Tom Miller. Murray; Miss Raberta Mr. and Mrs. Hernie Scott and
FOR
SALE—DeL
aval
Cream
SepMr.McKeel, are with Mrs. Travis'
Manor, Murray; Mrs. - Amason they never woke up Sunday mornPriced right.
Claude
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. 0. Bran- arator.
Craig, Camden. Tenn.; .Miss Rubye ing until the rooster crowed.
don. Mrs. Arthur Skinner and her Miller, East of Murray. close to
Carolyn Wilson, Murray.
Eyes of brown, eyes of blue,
lp
three children are also visiting in Hale's. Service Station.
both dark complected and same
her parents' home this week. Mr. FOR SALE—A valuable town lot.
height too. Natural blonde and
A hundred and fifty Hart- county
Skinner brought his family 10 Mt. 98 ft. front, paved street, conaSAVE with SAFETY>)
brunette curls. These are the Kenfarmers have treated their tobacco
Brandon's last week-end and his veniently located, splendid neighSt your eiX_Eiff. DRUG STORE
,tucky Sunflower Girkls.
While
bedi.
lp
writing this news we are sitting in mother. Mrs. Elltn Skinner, to b:rhood. See this office.
the Tar. And we bet you the visit her brother, Mr. V. B. Fol- FOR RENT-2
apartments on West
,
wheels you can't guess who we well and Mrs. Falwell'
Mrg. Skinner, who returnedwith Main Street; one 3 room . and
area-Kentucky Sunflower .Girls.
her son to Paducah Sunday, reports private bath; one 7 room: and
bath.
Two
garages.
that her sister, Mrs. Alice Colson, private
is convalescing and that her daugh- Phone John G. Ryan, 99-J or
334-J.
tf
ter. Mrs. Ora Pryor, and. daughter-Th
We are glad we are having such in-law, Mrs. Birdie Skinner, who FOR
SALE-1930 Chevrolet
pretty weather this week and we have both been invalided are math Coach, See Neva Waters at Gulf
hope it will contintfe throughout better.
' Filling Station. Sixth and Main
the year for we have much on our
Alf is relieved that the difficult Streets.
lc
program. •
play, "The Hobgoblin, Roux:" With
The Onward Society is planning an almost entirely inexperienced LOST—A small black-and-silver
Sheaffer's fountain pen someto present a program abut April cast, is over and done with
Alew
and
where in Murray or on Main
.
27. consisting of three 1-act plays, that is seemed very well
•••••-e L,
received.
•
Street
Tuesday
afternoon.
Will
NIGH QUALITY AT A new Low Price
quartets, duets, and solos.
Each player has received his litfuider please notify Ledger &
We hope the teachers have a tle mead of praise and
theaeffects Times office
ERE is the tire sensation of 1938. New in design,
.or return to Marche.'
•
pleasant trip to the KEA this were so successful
that' many Ward at the
County
new in appearance with a new high in quality
Agent's
week.
women and children were thrilled
Office,
A large crowd attended the play into skittish
I•
at a remarkably new low price. This riew Firestone
- •••
-..0
fear for days-and
•
here Sattirday night, and the play nights. A
Convoy, Tire. has everything you want — safety,
large crowd saw the FOR
RENT—One large, front
was very good.
mystery play and squawked and room. Close in. Furnished, or
mileage and blowout protection. Come in and see
The society program given by quaked
with the actors, especially unfurnished. See Mrs. I. L. Barthis sensational tire with all these extra values and
the Kentuckians was enjoyed by the
two darkies and the English nett. North 4th Sf.
10
you will agree it is the greatest tire ever offered at
a large, orderly audience. aThe
With Time-Prored Features That Bring
maid. As director, I want to thank
these low prices. These new large sized,rugged,long
Murray quartet, consisting of Mr.
IF
YOUR
.
RADIO
is
not
giving
Mr. Walston and his agriculture
You Practically a 100% Stand
cvningham. Mr' Thompson, and
wearing Firestone Convoys are just the tires you
,
III class, the stage managers, Rudy good reception lot .us _check it
Mr .and Mrs. Vester Orr. added
thoroughly. It may cost but - very
have been waiting for. Let us put a set on your car
Barnett. James Outland, Talmadge
IS year you'll see
much to the enjoyment of the
little to fix it up in good conditoday for they put money in your pocket by saving'
cornfields in your
eVening. and they were encored Burkeere and Mary Brown Charl- tion. FREE tube testing and
Variable-drop
.you 25%.
ton,
and
others
who
helped make radio checking. WESTERN
11.1- 0. edge.- or full blil-dreo plater
numbers ot times. Mr.
own district with but a
:and Mrs.
AUTO
floig-in power hill-drn
possible the stage effects.
o
-Orr sang several duets.
70% or 80% stand. The
STORE. For service call 432 or
Plunser-typ• telly. action
The Kentuckian Society's offerCacti-row or drill.
297-R.
reason? Usually poor
•
lp
ing
Wednesday evening :was well
Improved lons-bearina clutch
seed or an inaccurate
Secd plata •Iways In time
attended and well-liked, and the FOR RENT-5-room apartment on
jt
i m proved chenk-boada
planter.
Murray quartet was just right and first floor.
Available at once.
Hombre. stub runner, or ellek furrow
"100 Series" McCorlocrc 4
°pacers
itp
have been on a two weeks' leery enjoyable. We thank Mr.'
Aotomille eneurkore
mick - Deering earn"
Vester Orr and
vacation to my grandparents and
Vertiliscr sad p.. or boon ettaaltaneapta
Messrs FOR RENTeee
' Planters, used with good
ra. .5.eocan swei)lpfnt
2.4' to 44' roter-ir en 44' bottrals
Thompson and Cunningham for
visited -school at Hazel.
unfurnished. near
seed, will plant with
the College,
Toy Hughes. who is Flame from their kindly entertainment.
the first of June. See Emma J.
very close to 100% accuWas Alf thrilled when her sophoVirginia. spent Monday night at
bs
Heltn. Woodlawn Apts.. Hughes
Oracy.
Hybrid Seed •
more teams swept throbgh the
the home of Johnnie Hughes'.
Ave.
lc
A perfect stand means
Hilda Hughes spent last volleyball entry of the intra mural
mrco_roilek.Deering "100 .4---a---Miss
e VISA!,
00-+ • a
So
- •45
a greater profit. How
week with Miss Brenda Lawrence tonrney now progressing at Faxon, FOR
RENT—T w o
unfurnished
Series" Planters are built to
will yours be?
and
reported
good
playing
time.
a
-and
rooms,
511
winning
Ssaith
4th
all
St.
six games
See
plant hybrid seed corn •11Cee611.
You can see the "100
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Hughes Friday!, ,a
Sammie Farris. or call 497. tp
fully. The increasing popularspent Saturday with Mrs. Buron
Series" planters now at
ity of hybrid seed makes this
Eagle _need ..not -feel lonely toPoyner.
McCormick -Deering feature
our store. A e have them
day, Monday, -AMU 11, for among L AM STILL RUNNING 'A GAS
Station and Grocery 2 miles out
Mr. and Mrs. Barber Carroll those who claim that for
very much worth your ,conequipped for planting or
their birth, from Murray 'en
fatten ntbe V..,of!.remo•e/...tarmg lb.bard Crvolk. and Margaret Speaks. Mootry creak'," goer Naiorituicir. N. & G Si.! Nehmen
the Benton Highattended church services at Elm anniversary are
sideration.
drilling a variety of
Miss Irene 'Bran- way.
From now on you may'
Grove last Sunday. They were don, T. E. Hale,
crops.
arid Miss Nesbie stop with me and
get-.your radidinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Walker in Faxon
community.—Alf., ator filled • with ice' water,
and
R Wilkerson.
groceries 'as cheap as any place.
Mr. and Mrs Johnnie Hughes
Highest price paid at all times
visited Sunday afternoon with Bill
for eggs.
Stop and get" my
Lawrence who is &proving alowly
prices. Wurs to serve, Crosland
from a lengthy illness. .
Overbey.
Frances and Rosetta' Robinson
lp
visited 'Monday afternoon with
FOR RENT-4-room
house beMerglin Crene and Charlene Cartween rity limits &ha -Colfee
Pella-Cotton Tom
O'hSliTh-Street. S. H.•Earil1.. ,1p East Main Street
.
Telephone 208
'
•
Murray, Ky...
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I
a 1 and relatives called and brought i
and South America."
pretty and useful gifts
In the second division of the
MRS HARRY I SLEDD 'Editor
PHONE 247, PLEASE
The hours were spent in enjoyprogram the various multi-colored
ing the new home, and guessing
flags of the Pan-American repubManley. Aprll 18 :a. •
at old photographs.
lics were born by a selected group
Mrs. Charles Hire will entertain
Reft,•shnients were served
of Junior high students who in
Those present included Mrs. W. the Monday afternoon bridgealuti turn, gave brief summaries of the
A. Ross. Mrs. Wells Overbey, Mrs. at her home.
location, occupations, and products
A, V. Havens. Mrs. Teat WilLiaina.
of the countries of their respective
Tuesday. April is
Mrs. Harry Broach. Mrs, George
The Service Circle of the First flags. The last junior high repre-Hart. Mrs. Hugh atelugin. Miss
i sae -hould be submitted, not tater than Tuesday l
i Grace Cale. Mrs. .Noel Melugin, Christian church will meet at 2:30 sentative, Mary Frances McElrath,
Cony r
p m. at the home of Mrs. Jock was accompanied by two thawing
afternoon each week.•
Mrs. Jahn Cole. Mrs. Gatlin Clanexamples of the stars and !tripes
Farmer.
ton, Mrs.. Elliott'Wear. Little
carried by students. Burl CunningMisses
Nancy
Wear.
Patricia
,
Mettle Bell Hayes Circle
Lynn Grove and Murray met • for
The circles of the Alice Watters ham and Junior Davis. -."MiSs
Broach.
Loehie
and
Hart.
Fay
Meets Meastay Evening
a joint meetang and organized the
M'-'nary. Suciety will meet at America's': short statisticaletalk on
•. • • •
county council of the P.-T.A. which
2:30 p. m. at the,following homes: the U S.A. was ver-Sr enlightening
Christian
Endeavor
Eleets
Circle
Hayes
Belle
Manic
The
is the first, in the district. Kirireeys
to all present even though we
New Officers
•
held its regular meeting Monday. will be included in the council
The Putnam circle with Mrs. Jim should' have remembered it from
evening, April IL at the home of after the completion
of the unit
New officers were c:ected at the Dulanei, the Baker circle with our geography days. The chapel
Misses Mary and . Ruth_ Lassiter at that Ogee Meetings will
be Christian Endeavor of the First Mrs. .0 B. Fultion, and the Bell hour was closed by the "Star
with Miss Myra Bagweit assisting held ewice yearly. Temporary of- Chustiaii, Church
Sunday night at circle with Mrs. C A Bishop with Spangled Banner" being sung by
host.
ficers elected were W B Moser the regular Meeting. Billy Boone Mrs. Gertie Bedwell assisting host- the entire school in unison. Miss Orwida Wear, the president. of Murray, chairman. Mrs
R R was chosen president: Henry Ful- ess.
called the meeting tia order.
Hicks. Hazel. rice chairman. and ton. -vice-president: and Miss Neva
Lynn Grave Missionary Society
business of importanee• was re- Mrs Nix Harris, Lynn Grave. see- Gray. Langston. was retained secMrs.. A.- F. Yancey. Mrs., L J
Meets With Mrs. Guy Rudd
ported.
retary-treasurer. Miss
Nee
•rommun
---Fuading attire
iiring president. Mrs, Price
The Hazel school Was beautifully Farmer is the
The Lynn Grove Mis
;pacas-oDoyle will entertain the
. it'.' the theme for discussion, was decorated for the occasion with Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rowland
ril 10, at
Music Club at 7'30 p. m. at the ciety met Saturday,
Kathleen
PatMiss
coadaatied by
baskets of spring flowers. Mrs. were elected sponsors for the sum- home of Mrs. Yancey.
the home of Mrs. Guy Budd, and
following
tenni, who presented the
Riley Miller of Hazel presided over mer months ta relieve Mrs. George
gave the following program:
•
program:
Wednesday, April Vi
the meeting and Mr. Moser had Hart.
Song. "Break Now the Bread of
"Jesus Calls Us." group sotaaiateharge of the program which was
The organization will be repre- 'The U.D.C. will meet at 2:30 p. Life": Scripture,
Mrs Henry Rudd;
The Greatest Peace." Miss Lucy presented by the Lynn Grove and sented with several members at m. at the home of Mrs. Henry El- Prayer, Mrs.
Guy Rudd; Rebuild•
Lee: scripture reading_ Maas Math-. Murray units. - After-- aornmunire The District Meeting at 44••iikinse liott with Mrs Neva Watters and ing' Connnanities,
Nita. . B. W.
leen Patterson. "The South Today." I singing by the entire group. sta- Yale this week-end. Henry Ful- Mrs. J. P. Lassiter assisting hosts: Story; Their Needs.
Marion Crawton
will
be
in
"Recharge of the deMiss Marguerite Holcomb:
dents froip the music department
ford: Objectives Nark, Mrs. Nix
votional Saturday morning and
Communityies,"
Rural
building
Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes will be Harris;
Of Lynn
rove hagh School preWorking
Through .the
Mrs. Garnett Jones and Mrs. sented several'vocal and • instru- Miss Anne Farley and Miss Termer at home to the Wednesday bridge iChurc-h. Mrs.
E. H. James; Workwill assist in this part of the serGingles Wallis. and closing prayer. mental numbers.
club at 2:30 p. m. at' her apart- ing With Individuals, Mrs. B. H.
4` vice. Max Miller will sing.
Miss Oneida Wear.
ment.
Mrs. G. T Hicks of Murray, was
Crawford; Other Methods, Mrs. E.
Those
who
will
go.
to
Hopkins.
were
refreshments
crow
Deg
the speaker for the afternoon. She yule' are
E. Douglas; Cooperating, .Mrs. R.
Mrs.
Hart.
Miss
Mary
Thursday.
twenty—members
April
21
served to the-brought a most interesting message Nee Farmer. Miss
Rogers; Erosion of Soil, Mrs.
Anne Farley.
Mrs. H T Waldrop, Mrs. John
present •
on "Character Education."
.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Riawland, Ryan. Mrs B. F. Berry and Mrs Oply• Swann; . Benediction. Mrs.
Mrs. Leland Owen. district chair- Henry Fulton. Max Miller. the
'James.
C. H. Bradley will entertain the
Mrs. Hart Entertains
man. andadleas. Joe Baker. county Rev. and
After the program' eefreshrhents
Mrs. A. V. Havens. Home Deparjment of the Woman's
At Diriner
were served by little Bobby -Glenn
ahaaviati, Were .introduced and Miss .Emma Sue Gibson., Miss
.
'
s
Club at 2:45 p. m at the home of
..remarks. '
Rudd and the host. Easter ,colors
Carolyn Johnson. James Dale Clop- Mrs.
• Mrs. George Hart entaitained at made beief.
Waldrop. ,
After..an_ insspection. . tour otathe ton. Billie Utley, and Mrs.. Gatwere
dinner at her hawk Tuesday evening honoring the new and retir- 'school. lovely refreahmenta were lin
The Stitch and Chatter Club will
-the officers of the Christian En-- served -la the lihraeja -Yellow- tulips
meet at 2:30 p. m. with Mrs. Charlie Calhoun-Donelson
deavor Society and the new sport- were used to decorate theaable and Woodman's Circle Meets
Hale at her home.
Rastus Calhoun of Brewers and
'dainty French bouquets were preeta sore
The Woodmen's Circle met in the
Miss Virginia Brooks Donelson of.1
sented
the
guestt
favors
as
Mrs.
Tulips and spirea were used as
13 &P W. club room in a called sesAlmo were united in marriage Sundecoration in the living and din- Kosca Jones arta Miss Paschall
sion Friday night,.April 8. to make group 'No. 3.
day, April 3. at the home of -the
ing rooms. and Easter. place cards presided over - the tea'table. The
Rev Lloyd Wilson, north of Mut-ester nuataf-was • carried out in plans for - the district. convention
marked the places of the guests.
.
to be held in Murray Saturday, Sunny Sisters Meet
ray.
A delicious three tourse' dinner the delicious reareshroants.
.On. Thursdays-evening, April 7. 'The
bridegroom is the Son of
The rail, meeting will be held ,May 14. The program for this conwas .served. Covers were...4aid for
the Sunny Sisters Class of the Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Calhbun of
There .was a aplecis seniton has not )et. been announcMiss News 'Grey Langston. aaisa at kynn
ed but the session will begin af First Baptist Church met at the Brewers. He graduated from Almo
aaaasia-aaee Farmer. Babe raameaailicf attena„ace from all units.
home
of
Miss
Frances
Beaman for High School in the class
10:30 a. m. in. the gymnasium of
•
•: • • • a
of 1936
aar
Henry Fulton. 'James
the Liberal Arts building of the a Dutch supper. After supper and later attended Murray Coland Mrs, Robert Rowland. the Rev IfPW (lab Has Supper
college. Officers and drill teams games and contests were enjoyed lege. 'The bride is the attractive
Meeting
and Mrs. A. V. Havens_ Judge Ira
from all tiler the district will take by all. ,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs, Lee DonU. Sninthaand Mr. and Mrs Hari.
The following members were elson of Alma
part in the day's activities and
She is alto
grad• - MembeiS of the BPW Club were
present:
Misses
Wilson.
Erin
Vir
entertained Tuesday evening with members of the Woodmen Circle
uate of Mar High, having ft
Mrs. Neat Entertains at Bridge
ginia
Lassiter.
Virginia
Rudolph, in the class of 1934. '
a supper' meeting in the club room throughout the district are expectDoris Fair, Reibbie Adams,. Louise
Mrs. John ..Neal • had guests tor when Mrs. R. M. Pollard. Mrs. ed w attend.
• The bride was lovely in an out
Lunch wt11 be furnished at Adams, Christine Cooper. Marie fit of navy blue with harmonizing
bridge at her home Tuesday after- CaLista ;Butterworth Jones and MSS
Katie 'martin were hosts • A de- thirty-five cents per plate in Wells Hatcher. Ophus McNutt, Lausene acceasories. '
noon.
.
- •
Hall and an attractive program is Yarbrough, earolyn Weeks, Mrs.
High _score- prize was awarded licioue menu was served.
.
The only attendants were James
Mrsa"Ethel Bowden presided over planned tcre the guests at the lunch Pauline McCoy, Mrs Ruby Len- Gilbert Of Almo and Miss Grace
Mrs • Weirs Claerby and the travel
flings.
and
Max
Mrs.
Petway, the Jackson of Wadesbora.
the usinew session and Mrs Lois hour
•
prize •Mrs. o. L Boren.
Plans werea also discussed for teacher.
,Delicioua reareshments
were Wateriteld was the speaker Her
Following the ceremony the
• • • • •
served to -Mrss. Overby. Mrs. Boren. subleat-beirag 'saw/by Woolen Work." sending a delegation to Louisville
newly weds had supper at the
There were sixteen members in June for the regional conven- Ithpionary Society Meets
Mrs. Marvin .Fulton. Mrs. K. Cahome of the bride. Only a few
The Martin's Chapel Missionliry
tion
Frazee. Mrs R. R. Meloan. Mrs. present.
friends were present.
Society
met
with
Mrs.
Nat'
Gibbs
Fifteen or twenty members ffom
George Hart. Mrs Harry Broach„
They will resicie with the parMurray and Pottertown are ar- Tuesday afternoon. Twenty_ memand Mrs. H. I. Sledd.
Christian Eadeater Offittafa• i•
ents of the groom, for the present.
bers
present
enjoyed
a
splendid
ranging to go to Barciwell April
Are EnterMined
18. to . assist Mrs 'Lois .Waterfield. program presided over by Mrs. C.
Mr. Parks Honored on
Mrs. Pauline Oglsby is Honored
,
Catitistian Endeavor officials of. district manager, in the organiza- B. Ford.
Birthday
Miss Elizabeth Richardson. 'who
With Stork Shower
the First Christian Church were tion of a new -grove there.
---‘••••••••
•
was a delegate to the annual misMembers of the Service Circle; ericeaiiamed with a dinner party
The circle here will meet agin
Pauline Ogisby was honored
Mrs.
sionary cenfeeence. gave an itaclass of the First Christian church? by Mess George Hart at .her home Thitaelay • night, April 14. at 7:30
teresting report on the meet. Mrs. with a stork 'shower last Friday
on
Olive
street
Tuesday
evening.
met at the home of Mr. and Mn
ahlock in regular monthly ,session
Euin Swann and Mrs. C. B...Rich- week, at the home of her parents,
Rupert Parks Friday evening to IThe occasion was honoring the and all members of the local grove
ardson
gave paper§ on -Building Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Massey. Refreshnew
and
rearing
officers_
The are urged to attend.
a surprise party in honor of Ha
Up a More Chi istian Cortirnunity." ments v'ere served on a table decbirthday of Mr Parks. Each guest roams were fresh with spring
Mrs. Gibbs. • assisted by her orated with spring flowers. She
brought a delth and a potluck sup- flowers and the dining table- was Lynn Grove
A. Meets
rlaughier. Mary Lou, served re- .received many nice gifts._
ithe-wente-bowl
• ,per was enjoaed.
T! • e
freshments.
,
- r.t were: Mrs. Louise
filled with red tulips and epirea.
The Lynn Grove Parents-Teachs .Gsetes furnished amusement durA ,, beautiful pink hydrangea. 'a ers
Association met April 7. with
the evening.
compliment from the guests. graced
Miss Ann Heron in charge of the School Presents Program
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. the buffeL----.
program
Pk
Under the spoasorship of Misa
BHParkS. Mrs. K C Fraar
Endeavoters present were Mr.
About forty members were pres- Fluie, assisted by Miss Tarry and
zee, Misses Voline and Clotile
and Mrs. R•be t Rowland. Miss ent to enjoy the
progratn, -The Mrs. Rowlett, a most enita able
Poole. Mr. and Mrs Herb-art- Far,
Neva Gray Lar.gston. MISE Mary Rehiton of the Family
te-the-Ceewrai-program in celebration of the antea. loanne Farris. Mr and Mes Nee
"Ferrer* Billie Boone, Henry munity." The
subject. "The Child nual Pan-Amecican Day, which
John Neal. Mr. and Mrs. Ciyde Fulton.
James Baileys.,
&fleets the Character of Adultia came during. our K.E.A. vatattion
Jones_ Mr. and- Mrs. H 13 Bailey.
O'her - preient.. were the Rev was discussed by Miss Modell MilMrs. :Shelby Davis. Misa
the latter part of the week, was
z aryl
Mr A V Havens. Judge 'Ira ler.
Cola-,
, ,Ralph Wear, Re.
presented Tuesday morning, April
v and 'Mrs.
D Sraart Hopicir.s%:iile, and Mr.
Mrs ..Graharn Denaarn discussed 12- at the Murray High-School datA.. -X.. -Haven& Gearee Hart Mr. •
nd Mrs. -George Hart.
the
subject
of
-Teaching Children ing assembly hour.
and Mrs. Nix Crawford arid Mrs •
. • -• • •
Property Rights." al3arbanelle HarHarry Broach.
The program casened with the
Friends .- 4orprise Broaches With, ris _tads Maxine s-Erouch, gave an old favorite,
"America the Bcaut1-1
House Warming
interesting dialogue. "Let's Pre- ful," Sung by the entire assembly.
County P.-T.A. l nits Meet
tend.- Reports of the delegates to The first number on prograt was
At Hazel '
Me and Mcs 0 I. Broach Were
• n, i seri with a house warming the District meeting at Paducah by Jerry Hurt, followed by a lrief
*ere given by Mrs. Eva Lawrence description of -The People of South
Tuesday a-fti moor.
the Hatt ;
new h me. Stfnshine Catand Mrs. Lockie Harris.
High Setesil _in
aAmertes,a their habits, cusonis,
the Hazel Road Saturday
-t
On April 23. the meth-Weal WilTacrothing, wid social problem, de•
present - two. Inc aet plays, -The: ecribed and 'explained by Henry
Old
Maid's s Convention'.
nd Jones, who once lived among the
"Those Husbands of Ours" The, people, themselves in' the ray of
Announcing the Permanr•nt Location
funds will go for beaullfichtion of Belem, Para. Brazil,. with aii• lathe campus,'
•
•
they. William H Jones. a Bsptist
Of the Murray Branch
At the cloite of ,the .meatina inhisionarY..Joe Ward then- gale
lovely refreshments, tarrying out short dIsenc,
ion of the "Trad, Reates

Social Calendar

•

Patterson and baby, Mrs Kelly State Registered Ninsaf Associ- was spent by all present.
Berton and baby, Mrs. Level ation in the Henry Clay Hotel,
The guest list included Mr. and
Berton, Mrs. Maud Champion, Mrs. Paducah.
Mrs. Ernest Hanson and Christine,
Mrs. John W. Carr, Murray, Mr .and Mrs: Troy Colson and sons,
John Will Scarbrough and baby. State chairman,
will be an honor
Mrs. Winnie Scarbrough. Mrs. Inez guest and Dr. G. T. Hicks, Murray Virgil Clayton and James Harold,
Moody, Mrs. Pearl Knight, Mrs. State College, will speak on Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Colson, Mr.
Myrtis Perri, Mrs.' Betnice Steele, "Character Education." Mrs. John and Mrs. Sanders Colatm and
Mrs. Mary Bailey, Mn, Lurtine, 11. Heil, district governor, will daughter, Nellie Jo, Mrs. Madison
Hall, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Owen.
Bucy, Mrs. Sallie Willoughby, Mrs. preside..
Miss Hattie Lois Parks and Graves
Attie Hodge and baby, Mrs. Moline
Miss Lille Breed and Mrs. John Colson, all of Paducah.
Rogers, Mrs. Hattie Steele, Mrs.
V. Pitcher will be at the tea
Mr. and Mrs. Fate Williams. Cal011ie Parker. Mrs. Geneva Steele
table, and Miss Carrie Woods, Miss vert City. Mr. and Mrs. Louis Graand baby, Mrs. Harlan McCage and
Honor Murphy And Mrs. Myrtle ham, of Gralaamville. Mr. and Mrs.
baby, Mrs. Louise Morgan and Mrs. Applegate will be hostesses.
Wilburn Herndon and Janette Grey
Gillian Morgan.
of Almo, Minor Colson of CalloThose sending presents -wire Mr. And Mrs. V:7.-riiTatill
way.-Mr: and- Methaitaatnund...Cial, .
Mrs. Sallie Spiceland, Mrs. Clara
son. Mrs. aMttie- Outland of MaEntertain With Dinner
Moody, Mrs. Eva Moody, Mrs.
ws Route 3. Mrs. Tennie Colson,
Mr. and Mrs. N. J. Colson. near Murray. Mr, and Mrs. Curt Hale
Dewey Futrell, Mrs. Beatrice LasPottertown, were hosts 'to a -birth- and daughters,
suer and Mrs. Louise Steele.
Frocie Eulala and
day dinner Sunday. April. 10, in Dorothy Eva, Murray Route 3, Miss
honor of Mrs. Colson's-eeth birth- 'Louise Byrd. Mintay Ruate_5. Miss
Character Education Group Of
day.
_
Lurlene Colson. Murray Route 8.
Dastrlet To Meet In Paducah
Each guest brought a 'oaseet of
The committee on character edu- fqod and at the noon hour a bounMen's Fellowship Club Will Hold
cation of the' Third District. _Ken- tiful and delicious -meal was spread
Montaltsa-Mosting-Tonighttuak-r---Taeralion
Or- Women's on tables placed on the spacious
Clubs, will have a meeting and lawn of the Colson home.
The Men's Fellowship Club of
tea at 3' p. m. Thursday at the
Many gifts were presented the the First Christian Church will
headquarters of the Kentucky honoree and a most pleasant day hold its regtilar monthly meeting
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That Emphasize Your Femininity

lii

ali la
lond

$1.95--2.95--4.95--5.95

C. OATS

Arts

$10.95 up
Others $5.95 to $39.50

All Styles

$10 gS,

$16.75

Others $6.15 to $27.50
1-^

Gladys

Scott
s
'

rast Side Court Square\

OREzeir

deaddliog
%MEM.

CUTS OPERATING COST DEEPER THAN EVER BEFORE!

L S. Anderson Motor Co.

Sportsmen's Club Give Prizes

Corner SOuth Fifth and Elm Streets
The Home of the Most, Beautiful Car on Wheels

—For-

•

The.

1938 Pontiac

'Better Buy Buick'

QUICKIIBE TRAY

and Reel, and Other Valuable
Articles

For Further Information See Boone Bros. Cleaner-

IRA E. MORGAN, Manager

youRstly

The Hawks We Want Killed Are' the 'CliliPer :or
Chicken HaAk, Also Sharp Shinned or Blue barter

EASY" TERMS
Pay as Yes
Save

amazing 1938 refrigerator that slashes current
cost deeper than ever before! Keeps food safer!
Makes ice cheaper! Runs trouNe-frest year after
year! With its, sensational NEW Silent MeterMiser, this 1939 trigidsire briogi you the
greatest all-around sayings in Frigidaire
history! And PROVES it -before you buy!'
Don't be satisfied with mere claims of ecora
omy. You can sav.e so much more with
Frigidaire. And enjoy the convenience of NEW
"Double-Easy" guickube Trays! NEWLY
STYLED 9-alasy Astaistable anterior! NEW
Moisture-Seal „Illydsatage
,„00 Close-Bar Sliding
Shelves and- dozens more examscre Frigidaire
advantages! Come in - see PROOF of FrigidAire's thrilling NIW economy-NEW beautyNEW usability, today! -

•

f
saaigE
L eailt

I a. 1 -114'
eNla
.
•

Johnson.-Fain Appliance Co.
South -Side Court Square

Murray, •Ky.

LA.

See 'the Frog: r tre Electric Refrigerator and Elctric Reny at the Ledger & Times Cooking School, "A
Star injtly
Kitchen," CI-Pilot Theatre, Thursday, Friday, Saturday,Apr-il 26130, 10 a. m.
.

-

':--a-711faaa

Come in. See PROOF that it's the greatest
all•around money saver in Frigidaire History!
•It took Frigidaire to do it! To bring you this

$'ee aotal.4faati,e/Gal/RI

PRICES
AS LOW AS

CONTEST LASTS TILL JUNE 1
Wt PAY YOU TO HELP

METER-MISER

- Only
1. Roloasos Frigidaire4ias
01101.• lee/ I.1eseees
instaftefe - aaaaa
ft
20S
'or a trayfal
' leve,. cubes come
Ends taste ofAll -metal for raster loose, 2
freetteig
melting under
2.TraY
faucet!
ammo tree at
Natation, hackina,
fingliw-lbrefit No
sire Automatic
prying!
hitalisaire
Tray
evety
model-a NItelea•e.
Veer, traY. in
ew
Quickube Trar!
•!,1)ettCble•taty• CO**,
Try -the
Me.00,1

SIX VALUABLE PRIZES
Shot Gun, Rod

Also a Wide Variety of Late .Model Used Cara At
BARCNIN PRICE'3

NEW SILENT

Uses So
little C
Hardly Ifitar It rrrrrt-you Can
Run!... Come
See—Hear—the Proof! In!
Seem up
to 2511 were
than eyen the
on operating:
t937-bizareat turrent-creina Frigidairecost
0(
Simplest coldsaving in Frlitolairc
making
built! Only
historY!
4finoving parr,.mechantsm ewer
motor
Automatically
Comes with 5 oded! CoMPletfleincludeak
-Year Protection
by General
felled!
Plan,backed
Moves!
-

NEW "DOUBLE
-EASY"

Killing Hawks, Crows, Great Horned
Owls, Water Snakes, Turtles,
Also for Crow Eggs

And the New 1938 Buick

.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY, THURSDAY AFTER
NOON, APRIL 14, 1938
tonight (Thursday) in the basement of the church. The ladies
Will serve -sthe meal at 8:30 p. m.
The decision of the judges in the
case of "Society
VOrsus Harry
Black", will be given and the
case will be discussed by all members. Interest is growing in these
regular monthly fellowship dinners and all members are urged
to bring a guest.

Mrs. Baird Most To Beek And
Thimble Club

Murray Route 5

HAZEL NEWS] Buchanan Route 1

PAGE FIVE

Coldwater News

It seems as If gperyone is busy
Mr. and Mrs. Chalmous Clayton
Jack Frost visited us' again Satplowing and planting garden.
Hazel P-TA
end sons, Raymond Hugh and He- urday night but
didn't do much
The Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
The Hazel P-TA met Tuesday bert Brent visited Mrs. Clayton's damage.
and Mrs. Sash McCutcheon were at 3 p. m. with the president, Mrs. brother,
Ra_yrriond McCuiston SaturMrs. Riley Darnell 'had a stroke
Mr. and Mrs. George McCutcheon J. R. Miller, in. the chair, who day night
and Sunday.
of paralysis last week and is still
and children,' George Jr., and Vir- also gave the welcome address.
Mr- tind Mrs. Dennis Lamb and confined to .her bed.
ginia, Miss- Amy Osborn, "gr. and
The Hazel organization was hon- little son. Jimmie were Saturday ,Alfred,
small son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Jim , McCuiston and son, ored by
hiving as its
guests, night guests of Mr. and Mrs. Tit- Stevens Cobb,
happened to a' very
Thomas Clark.
members from Lynn- Grove and man Clayton and children.
painful accident last week. In
M. W. and Flare Henry spent Murray P-TA groups.
Arthur Boyd was a Sunday even- some way he knocked
First Christian Church Missionary
Four-H Clubbers Enjoy
a can of
The devotional was conducted ing guest of Marshall Clayton.
Friday night with their grandSociety Has All Day Meet
Sunrise Breakfast
Merry War Lye from a shelf and
mother,elVeseeNice ..Manning.
by Mrs. K. G. Dunn. Prof. W. B.
Miss Eva Grey Boyd and Miss part of the Contents
fell, into hie
The 4-H Club of ate Training • The Missionary SocIetY of the
M&s.-ItliienonrFitts and Mrs. Dee Musser of Murray introduced the Lucile Clayton visited Mrs. Rob- face and burned-.
him but not
School enjoyed a sunrise break- First Christian Church had an all Holcomb and daughter from Ohio visiting speakers. Mrs. G. 'T. ert Farris Friday evening.
Mrs. seriously. We wish hint a speedy
fast Wednesday morning at Soap- day meeting at the home of Mrs. are visiting with their mother, Hicks spoke on "Character Edu- Farris is improving slowly.
recovery.
.
stone 'Cliffs near the school, with R. L. Wade. Members of the Beek Mrs. Alice Fitts.
cation", picturing vilfitily the -re-Mr. and Mrs. - Louis Lamb of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sherwood Potts
Mrs. Charlie Crawford, leader, ton ehurch.society were visitors.
sponsibili
which
ty
has fallen to a C•.Idwater visited Mrs. Lamb's
It seems as if cars are taking the
visited the- latter's perents. Mr.
and Caunty Agent J. T. Cochran
An Easter program was given clay. Ofus Outland bought a 1929 great extent upon the teachers (laughter, Mrs. Nailor Clayton,
and Mrs. C. B. Kingins, Saturday
in charge..
and
sounding emphatically
the Sunday.
with the subject being "Prayer".
model A Saturday.
night.
Fourteen were present for the
Twenty-two members and visit"- *Mr. and Mrs. Willie Boyd have
Sam McCutcheon had a tooth challenge.
Mrs. Raymond Sanders is rebreakfast, which consisted of fried ors were present.
Mrs.
Leland
Owen. district ie•,•titly moved to Mrs. Louis
pulled last week. It bled so he had
ported no better, .
president
,,batton 1111d_ eaes nrw pee vs,liI.
and
Mr
Moser
to go te the dee..,, and have lila
e
yr
an
jelly, and bread and butter. Wade
gested that the P-TA should cogum pecked. He is up now. He
family of Sedalia visited Mrs.
Graham. son of Principal Carmon Entre Nous Club Meets With
operate with cultural programs
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Rose and 011ie Broach and
is buying a tractor and expects to
Mrs.
0.
B.
Langston
children one day
Graham of the Training School, is
sponsored by Murray State Col- family visited Mr. and Mrs. Robert
start breaking ground this week.
last week.
president of the club, and Miss
lege and local schools, specifying Farris, Sunday.
The Entre Nous Sewing dub met
Mr. and Mrs. Ofus Outland and
Mrs.
Effie Kingins is on.the sick
Dorothy Mae Broach is secretary- with Mrs. B. 0. Langston
Mr. and Mrs. Lashlee of Troy,
Wednes- son, • Dale, visited Mr. Outland's music and public 'speaking. e
treasurer.
The music program was given Tenn., visited Mrs. Lashlee's aunt, list.
day afternoon. The hostess served brother, Onus Outland,
Billie Gray, small son of Mr. and
Sunday. He by members of the Lynn Greve Mrs.
Mose Clayton ,and Mr. Claylovely refreshments to the follow- is very ill
• • • • •
Mrs. Jennings Turner, has tonwith a burn received P-TA. A duet was given
by Miss ton. from Wednesday until Friday.
ing members and visitors: Mrs. Joe almost
silitis.
seven months ago.
Milburn Outland Is Honored
Jones and Miss Odene 'Swann, acMarshall Clayton And daughters,
Lovett. Mrs. N. P. Hutson, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Haneline
On
'tidy-Fourth Birthday
-Sweet Pea.
companied by their music director. Lucille. Brenda Maye, Dorothy and
K. C. Frazee. Mrs. R. A. Johnston,
and daughler, Nancy Jane, visitMiss
Jones
gave
instrumen
an
Faye,
visited
tal
Monday
Mrs.
and
A.
F.
Tuesday
Yancey. Mrs. Herbert
Frie s and relatives gathered
solo which was followed by a with their grandparents. Mr. and ed the lafter's parents, Mr. and
at the home' of Mr. and Mrs. Mil- Drennun. Mrs. Wilbert Outland.
Mrs. Luther McClain .over the
vi.
-cal
selection
by
Miss
Mrs.
Swann.
Tom
Morgan
of east Murray. Week-end.
burn Outland April 3, and cele- Mrs. R. E. Broach, Mrs. F. E. CrawThe
hospitalit
committe
y
Mrs.
then
e
Sallie
Adair was called
ford. Mrs. Hall ,Hood. Mrs. C. S.
brated Mr. Outland's birthdiy.
Bura Haneline lost a fine mule
Frank Steely won third ushered thesgueets into thee dining Wednesday 'to the Clinic.
Her last week.
Those present were: Mr: and Lowry, and Mrs. M. °L. Fulton,
Place in the state tournament at room where they were served a (-laughter, . Mrs. Della , Rowland,
Mrs. tiordis McKinney and chilMr .and 1V1rs. Carrie Richie and
Lexington last week in the dis- delicious lunch. The favors were underwent an operation but is
dren. Lloyd, Jessie B., Jewell, Geo. M. Baker Given Surprise
cussion contest for 7th. and 8th tiny corsages. A vase of lovely &wig, nicely now. Her little grand- 'children and Mr. and Mrs. William
Enima Lee and Gladys. Mr. and
Birthday Party
grade students. Will Frank won flowers formed the -centerpiece of. s•,I,s. Edward and Billy, came home Majors were Sunday dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Riley Carter, SunMrs. Casco McKinney and children,
first place in the county and dis- each table.
'
• with ser to stay until their mother day.
:
Friends of George. M. Baker,
April 3.
Genella, Vermeil, Fay and W. D.,
triot meets. He is a 7th grader
After
,
g.•t,
the
lunch,
Mrs.
Leland
better.
local head of the TVA Land AcMr.
and.Nrs.
Clay
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Farris
Orr and chilthis year, and is the
Owen poke oethe."County CounNI 1,4s Elleqte. Clayton .ment..Mon dren -of near WisWeIL Were
tion office,---was. hollered -en
- son. Charles; Jr.,' Mr. and Mrs.
visitand
Mrs.
.an
da
cidy
nominati
Muncie
with
committe
ng
Steely.
Mrs.
e
Sallie
Adele
The, ors Sunday, April 3, in the
his birthday Wednesday evening.
home
Lex -Scott and children, Troy,
wishes to was appointed to bring in a slate
The
--Hazed
school
wa::
spent
in
quilting.
Anr11.13:.at his.,home, with a surof- Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kirkland.
Prentice, Bertha, -and Nelda. Mr.
Mr, and' Mrs. Virgel Clayton and.
prise birthday tiarty, The guests thank•Ahe following for -their. do:. for officers pro-tern. Those electTar Youngblood, Fieic Broach,
and Mrs. Amos Outland, Mr. and
nations
ed
were
W.
which
B.
children,
Moser,'
made
president
Betty
it
:
possible
,Gene and Joyce and J.
arrived at the home about eight
H. Adams made a business
Mrs. James McKinney and daughfor
the
Mrs.
R.
school
R.
Hicks,
to
-Dean
vice-pres
send
were
ident,
Will Frank
Saturday night guests trip to
o'clock and surprised Mr. Baker
.Paducah Saturday.
ter... Treva . Joy, Sue, Louise, and
to
and
Lexingto
Mrs.
Nix
Harris,
n:
of
W.
secretary. Mr. and 'Mrs. Tellie Clayton
S. Jones. W. V.
with a "Happy Birthday" at the
-K. T. Did
After accepting Lynn Grove as and family.
Ruby Smotherrnan, Ruby and R. front
James. K. L. Jones, Ethel Mae
,door. Birthday gingles- axid
Paschall, L. D. Miller, Marl Jones, the next meeting place in the fall.
B. Fitts, M. W. Hayford, Floye bridge games
Mr. and Mrs. Will Canady spent
were enjoyed folOlga Freeman,, Melton Marshall, the group adjourned with each Saturday night with Mr: and Mrs.
Henry. Clifton Garrison, Carlos lowed by a delightfu
l party plate
Earl Littleton. 0. B.- Vurnbow. member feeling that it had been Ervin ,Clayton.
McKinney and Mr.. and Mrs. Out- of nuts, mints, coffee
and straw.Torn Wilson, D. N. White, H. L. a profitable as Well as an enjoyland.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester ,CanaelY
,.
berry popovers.. ,
Copenhaver, H: I. Neely, Wayne able afternoon'.
and Miss Eva Grey Boyd were Sat'
The afternoon was enjoyed by
Gueete for the evening were Mr. Ferguson, U-tote-em
urday and Sunday guests of Mr.
Store.
.- - playing games and M. W. and Rayand Mrs. T. H. Stokes, Mr. and
I am counting on eating fried
Mr. and Mrs. Howard • Pearson -Barton Boyd.
It Is .a custom for, the school to
ford Henry entertained with music. Mrs.
Fleming, Benton, • Mr.. and
chicken at C. A. Paschall's as Mrs.
and
sons.
Samuel
11Y7
Howard
I.'
and
Merrell
send
and Tellus and
all entries to the state tournMrs. James Pratt. Mr. and Mrs.
John Spellings of Lexington. Tenn, Estelle . tleyton visited Monday Paschall has 100 chicks hatched.
Lowell Pantsin Mr. and Mrs. ament.
Arts And Crafts Club Meets
were guests in the home of Mr. night with Marshall Clayton and I wish my old hehs could be as inThe seventh and eighth grade
Melancthon Forester. Mr. and Mrs.
dustrious:
and. Mrs. H. I. Neely,. Sunday.
Jumpup.
The Arts and Crafts Club met John Walker, Miss Louise,e Pratt, honor roll for school year of 1937Mr. and Mrs.' Hubert Dearington
Mr. and Mrs. D. N. White, Mr.
38
Ise
followse_ Seventh grade,- and Nedneedey 4144eFf1430ft at the home Miss Irma Lee Carson, Miss Johnand little son. Hue'-Franklin, were
Mrs. - Cr.- 43. Turf:I-hoer were 'In te,
Mary
Ellen Brandon, Billie Burke
if 'Visa Emily Wear with Mrs nie Bird. Miss Mae Rose Garnett,
McKenzie. 'Tenn., recently to visit
E. D. Miller and Macon Miller Sunday afternoon visitors in the
•
Annie Wear hostess.
Miss Virginia Hadaway, Jack War- Wilcox, Betty Mawan. and . Will Mr. and Mrs.
home of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. PasSam
were
Garrett
in Murray Monday.
and
Mr.
Seventeen members Ind the fol. field, Gene Boyd, and Harold Cur- Frank Steely. Eighth geade, Mar- and Mrs. Clint Jones.
Mrs. Paul Hendricks,' Murray. chall.
tha Myers, Bill Edd Hendon, Ann
Cr.
,
lowing visitors were present: Mrs.
Mrs. Tleelma Hutchens and chil- 'visited her mother, Mrs. Will
We welcome Mr. and Mrs. Roof
Walker, Ile Grey Nesbitt. Ruth
0. J. Jennings, Mrs. T. P. Cook. •
dren of Detroit, -Midi., Pent a feta..
Spann and son a'S our new neigh.
, Inter over the week-end.
Underwoo
d.Maurine
Steele.
Paul
and Miss Oneida Wear. .
Miss- Annie 'Lou Herron left bors.
In Henry county a 'sheep pro- Haley, Imogene Linn, and Minnie days in Hazel last week as guests
of Mr. and Mrs..Elmer Hutchens. Wednesday morning for 'toolsA lovely salad plate was served i tective associati
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Young
on has been found- Parks.
by the hcistess assisted by - Miss et.
--Mr .and Mrs. Carlos -Warren.,:erne where she will attend KEA visited Mr. and Mrs. Carlton
with 89 members signing fort - •
and son of the
Emily Wear.
Locust Grove and visit friends while there.
Hurophreys Sunday evening.
'
3,587
Psys.to Read the Clasiggele
.
neighborhood visited relatives. in
s
Everard Hicks was . in Atlanta. ,j4r. encl. Ides. J. C. Paschall visHazel over the week-end.
Ga.. the first of. the week.
ited Mr. and Mrs. bratic Paschall
Morris Lamb and his sisters.
E. D. Miller and Macon Miller and Mrs. Nannie Paschall Sunday.
Misses Louise and Madeline, 0. B. were in Oklahoma last week on
Little Gedric Paschall is all set
Turnbpw. D. N. White'."T, S. Her- business.
for this week as he has his uncle
ron, E. Brandon, Bill Wright, E.
Miss Ann Herron and Talmage
M. Mason. Lester Wilson, • H. I. Jones attended the' school contest Louie Boyd with him, for company.
-Old Maid.
Neely, J. E. Littleton and Fred in Lexington last week-end,
and
Bray motored over to Paducah a number of others whose names
Monday to see the ball game be- I failed to get.
Bead the Classified C.:oitimn.
tween the Now Yerk Giants and
Mrs. Ray Alexander and daughthe Cleveland Indians. Monday. ter of Detroit were called here
on
Complete Line of Tires and Tubes—All Sizes
Miss Audry Oliver and Martha account,, of the death of their
King of Murray were in Hazel mother, tales. Lkins.
Monday morning.
Mrs. E. D. Miller. Mrs. 0. H.
Misses Louise and Magdalene Turnbow. Miss Eva Lee Perry. at
Lamb were in Paducah Monday. Mrs. R. R. Hicks, Mr. and
Mrs.
Let us drain your crankcase and fill with
Summer Grade Texaco or Havoline Motor Oil. Now is
Bill Jones left Sunday morn- Charlie Allbritten. Mr. and Mrs.
the time to drain and flush your Transmission
at
and Differential and refill with Texaco Grease.
ing for Georgia to transact busi- W. Curd. Jake Mayer, J. E.
Patness.
terson
attended
the
funeral
,
serSpecialized Lubrication on All Passenger Cars
•
Mrs. J. E. Littleeton and Mrs. vices for Mrs. Tom Elkins at
and Trucks
D. N. White visited Monday after- Providence, Tuesday afternoon
Complete Brake Lining and Adjusting; Wheel
.
Aligning, Tire and Tube Repair. Batteries and
,noon in Paris, Tenn.
Battery Charging.
Mr. and Mrs.. 0, T. WeatherMrs. Leon Hendricks was in
ford were in Murray, Tuesday.
Paris Friday as the guest of her
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Caldwell and
sister, Mrs. Nell Brandon, and
family, who have belen living in
family.
Mr. and Mrs. B. E. Spencer of Somerville, 'Tenn., -for the past 4
Detroit, Mich., are here this week years, have moved to Hazel where
to visit her- parents. Mi and Mrs. they will make their home,
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon James- and
Corner 4th and Walnut
Billie Harmon. and her sister, Mrs.
Phone 82
Mrs. Ellie Cochran were in MurHerman Cooper and family.
• - Mr. and Mrs. Seldon Outland of ray Tuesday. to be -at the bedsile
Paducah were guests ei Mr. and of Mrs. Less James.
,,, -Mrs. Bob Bray in west Hazel last,
weeks
Miss Eva' Perry and James
Marshall. Overcast were visitors
in .Murray Mendey afternoon.,
All
,The Rev. and Mrs. A. Mr Howley
spent the week end in Mt.
•
Carried vicinity., visiting relatives
and friends.Mr: and Mrs. Prank Vaughn
entertained the officers and teachers of :the Hazel Baptist Sunday
School at ,their home in north
Hazel last Thursday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Jones 'and son
of the Oak Grove section 'were
guests in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. T. S. Herron and daughter
last week.
Mrs. Lois Waterfield was in
'Murray Monday on, business.
Mrs.)1oete Hart L'rf
eleirized
last Siiiikay &Wile the Mason- hospital. wherU she underwent au
operation Meant three- ol:
cteks age.
Muncie Steely and son. Will
Frank, were in Louisville over
alhe week4nd• where,. Will Frank
LOWE BROTHERS QUICK.
DRYINGENAMEL is ideal for
'entered . in the school contests.
Griffon and Style-Mar4.,
decorating any surface when new
Mrs. Rob Hicks. Sc., was ñ reSuits in the newest
beauty and durability in striking
cent guest of Mr. and ,Mrs. W.
colors are desired. Flows
shades and styles.
J. Wilson, Mayfield, Ky.
sitioothly-dries without brush
$13.50 to $30.00
marks and leaves a long lasting,
0. T. Mayer was In Murree
smooth, glossy finish that's ready
Tuesday' on businew.
for use over.night. One coat is
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Chrlsmen.
ordinarily enough. Comes in a
Complete range of beautiful,
Jr.. of. Memphis. Tenn.: visited
modern colors.
Mrs. Wm. Milton. Saturday.
••••••••••.?
The Book and Thimble Club met
with Mrs. Byron Baird Wednesday
afternoon. A salad plate carrying
out the Easter motif was served to
the members and one visitor, Mrs.
Jim Underwood.
The afternoon was spent m conversation and needlework.

Buchanan News
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Gullege
and family visited Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Sam LaFevers of
Puryear.
Miss Sue Nance spent Monday
night as guest of Mr. :and Mrs.
Clifton Robinson.
Mr. and Mrs.,R. D. Simpson and
sons visited Mr. and Mrs. Hafford
Robinson Sunday afternoon.
•
•Roy Hughes was the week-end
guest of Carlton Taylor.
Mrs. Boyd Calloway, Tiers, Nellie
Robinson, and Miss Drue Robinson
were in - Murray .Friday.
R. B. Morns presented his mother.. Mrs. Charlie Morris, with a
new washing machine last week.
Mrs. Robert Carlisle visited Mr.
and Mrs Pa ton Nance
visiting in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Ballard Robinson

over the week-end were Mr. and
Mrs. Clifton Robinson and Mildred
Jane. Miss Frances Osbron, M1S6
Drue Nell Robinson.
Miss Frances Osbron who has
been the guest of her grandmother
for two weeks, has returned home.
H. B. Bucy has been very ill.
Hope Mrs. Darrell Wilson and
baby are doing fine.
Mrs.. kunice Hart was the Monday.- evening guest of Mrs. C. T..
Morrie
Easter Sunday will soon be here
again and I would like to spend
that day down around Steelyville
school.-Tennessee Green Pod.

Mrs. Fremont Moore, Bell'county,
averaged 19 eggs per bird last
month on her flock of 122 pullets
pi all. of 11,.eents per
;
dozen

Hazel School News
Will

South Lynn Grove
Npws

g

•

"'restos,*

Cyclone Shingles
Will Make that Reroofing
Job a Permanent One
Before you re-roof, by sill means let us show you the
roofing material that will give your home just the
distinction and charm you have always wanted;
making your roof one of the most effective units of
your decorative scheme, besides relieving your mind
of all roofing worries for the life of the home.

They Are Double-Locked
This is one of the exclusive features of the
CYCLONE They are locked, double-locked, in
fact, to the roof deck, with no possibility of curling.
cupping or blowing up in the wind.

A Choice of Colors
CYCLONE SHINGLES are made of tough, long
fibre felt, thoroughly impregnated with pure asphalt.
and then coated with flakes of slate in non-fading
red, buff, green, blue-black, and a variegated color
blend.
Let me Ails yea samplo of this orrussed shingle

MURRAY LUMBER CO.
"Builders of Quality Homes"
East Depot St.—Phone 262
11110Ft.T.

They Say:
Sunday Is EASTER

LIBERAL TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE

To show you that we want you to be all Dolled Up for Easter,
we are going to offer our Entire Stock of Lee & Stetsons in the
newest colors and shapes in SPRING HATS at a saving to you
of

Hendon's Texaco Service Station

20%
OFF!

Final Clean Up

Selling Out the Balance of the Baxter-Clark Furniture Co's. Furniture, Rug Stove
and Bedding Stock
PUBLIC AUCTION
Two Sales Daily... 2 and 7:30 p.m.
•

Hat Prices Are CASH

Arrow and Riegel Shirts
$1.65 to $2.00
Rauh Shirts $1.00 and $1.50

Make Your Own Selections

Buy at Your Own Price'

t

•

Baxter-Clark Furniture Co.
Mayfield, Ky.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kimball et
Paducah pent the week-end with
Mc. and Mrs. E. .D Miller. Mrs.
Kimball 14 the daughter of Macon
Miller. -Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Chrism:ft-an.
Sr . Paris. and Dr. Rob Mason of

Neckwear, Underwear, Sox, Belts, Handkerchiefs, Sweaters,
Polo Shirts, in fact most all Accessories you will need for that
Coming Out Easter Morning. -

Holland & Hart

W. T. Sledd

. East Side Square

Kortszvisitesi.. their- author. Mrs.
Wrii.Wi,:sunday
,
.

•

•

•

A

a..

a.

.

Nunn-Bush, Jarrnan, Friendly
and Winfield Oxfords
$2.65 to $9.00

-- —

777—..

•

Co.

a
•

••••

••
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the eggs by children, however. I matter tends to increase
the water- CHRISTIAN CHURCH Sin=
CHURCH OF CHRIST
care should be taken to use dyes holding capaiity
SPQRTMEN.S CLUB
of the 'soil for our
RECORD ENROLLMENT FOR
which are certified by the govern- regular summer
WAGES WAR ON PESTS
time drought and
SUNDAY SCHOOL EAST=
Day:
Bible
Lord's
Study
at
9:45,
ment
as being safe and non-poison- also furnishes plant
Easter Egg Dyes
OF AIR AND SWAMPS
food. Probably
Another weer has flitted by and
preaching at 10:50 a. m. and singBrightly dyed eggs constitute as ous.
its biggest value is in its ability
R. 1.. Wade. superintendent of ing at 7:30 p. m.
again old March has marched
There are already 15 "different to improve the
much a part of the Easter raison
In an announcement today, the
Christian
Church
texture and condi- the
It
wasn't so blattery
Sunday
Wednesday: Prayer Meeting at along.
_for the youngster z.•
r coal tar dyes _ recommended and tion o the soil. It would be far school is Wing plans for a rectird
v
either!
Sportsmen
's club of Murray said
7:30 p. in.
one thing. In the ai•
• certified 'by the agricultural ex- better for the. soil to disk the rub- enrollment for. the Sunday School
And now for a little news of it would offer prizes for the
defourth
the
-On'
periment station at Lexington bish of
Lord's
Day in what has happened in the
last season's weeds and -next Sunday, Easter. It is hoped
last struction o, nawks,
April we shall begin u series of week.
crows, great
which _haVe..proved to be harmless. filth that normally
that
people
- WE BUY /
attend
as
grow
tbe
on .a)
1They are composed of four shades
'
. pLece of . land, into the -soil. This1 Red and Blue _at;e_p_aance. contest. nieeting, which w4I run -through
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Daniel Par- horned owls, Water snakes, turtles.
the following week. These ser- ker visited
of red orrE of orange five • of I enables it
beingcon
duced
ant,ng
all
Mr. and Mrs. 'rhea
cjajp6
to decay-more rapidly
-Ate
vices will be at night only, and Parker
yellow, three of green. and two and
Sunday, Mrs. Parker is
supplies organic matter and is really under way. and a te- theie will
be
a
different
speaker
of blue. Many other shades may humus for the prospectiv
vived
interest
to
operated
be
Is noticed in the
on Tuesday or Wede crops.
each night. The speakers will be nesday.
be obtained thi•ough mixture of
Hope she gets along all
When one burns -the rubbish off Sunday School work there.
Brethren
John
B.
Hardeman
,
Joe
• the colors.
Mr.
Wade is urging that all
right.
the land, he has left the ash or
rris. Alonzo Williams, Luther
bl,
Misses Myrtle and Polly ThurPhone 38
mineral that was in the weeds but members of the church and Sun- Pogue. Fred Chunn. and
Charles
sett corn at SIM Per Bushel
man spent Friday night with Miss
For Quotations
has left the soil bare, and the day School be sure to attend Houser
We
shall
make
a
defiEaster, and bring their friends
.
Maud Hendricks.
-today are sellmg only organic matter remaining
is in with
nite announcement next week as
them.
We Sell Feeds and Seeds their corn----actually selling it for the
Mr. ant Mrs. E. D. Winchester
roots that were not burned.
the order of the speakers.
to.
have moved in Milus lHendricks'
convertible dividends—at Si.00 per Had
—
he disked the parts of the
We are hoping that all who tenant house. We welcome them
buslft I! ,
plant above ground into the soil
can will come .to hear these fine to our neighborhood.
The statement is astounding before plowing,
he could have had
preachers. We are sure that each
even in its truth. The dividends two to three
Mr. and Mrs. Milus Hendrick
times the amount of
of them veil( have a me4sage
.
will-be payable in August or Sep- organic matter
visited near Blood River over the
he would have had,
Tro
worth
No
while.
p
45
ef
the
Boy
Scents
tember when the farmers start had
week-end.
he burned it
of America met Tuesday ft t
C. L. Francis, Minister
East Maple (Depot) St.
Mr. ant,Mrs. Cullen Forest spent
their hogs. They're selling
far „ee zegular sitkkv
arra
in
a high price
r. an
by reellet.?his year: "Disk our weeds in- the basement of the First ChrisMrs. Berry Winchester.
Will Pay For
mg. it to. their hogs!
stead of' burning them."
tian Church, Twenty-one Swats
Mr.
and
Mrs. Lonnie Hargis
HEAVY HENS
17c I If such be true, then it would
and four Cubs were present.
have had visitors recently from
• -be well for farmers to take measThe roll was called which *as
LEGHORN HENS
The
Rev..
H.
P.
Blankensh
across
ip
the river.
14c urea ti prevent 'the deaths of pigs
followed by payment of dues and filled his regular appointme
nt at 'Misses Clarice Moore and Emily
ROOSTERS
7c through • mashing by the ,,sows,
registration fees
Russells
Chapel
last
Sunday. Johnson visited Miss •Mud Hen20c through
BROILERS
wowns. etc, and
The Flying Eagle Patrol and"the Everyone enjoyed his sermon
and drick Saturday morning.
!this can be done very easily.
. EAST ST. LOUIS, Ill_ April 13 Panther Patrol are- making rapid were glad to have Mrs.
I4c Cash for Eggs
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Barrow
Phillips
i For instance, the house should —Hogs. 8.000: 1.500 direct: fairly progress in their preparati
ons
for
and Mrs. Hopkins of. Almo with pre papering their house.
Delivered
be warm. dry. comfortable, and active: strong to 10c higher: top the Carnporee *Mich will be
held us.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Falwell. visitFriday and Saturday. 15-16 .1‘ecessible:' free of drafts. A guard- 840 for .choice 180 to
220 lbs.: at"-the Luther Carson Park Atilt,There will be Sunday School at ed Mr. and Mrs. Tom Linville,
rail to prevent the sow from mash- bulk 170 to 240 lbs. 8.30518.40; 250 ducah on may. 27. ?A, 29. Andtfier
WE SELL FEED
Sunday.
•
1-irig the pigs should- be erected to 285 lbs. 8.200 8.30: 150 to 160 patrol is yet incomplete and four Rusaells Chapel every Sunday
As I, passed by Milus Hendircks'
afternoon at 2:30. - Everyone is
about 8 inches from ' the ground lbs. 8.15sr8.35; 140 lbs. down 1.55si members are needed to put this
Sunday, I saw Maud out feeding
invited to come.
and 8 inches from each side of 8.00: sows 725+17 50.
group in regular activities.
The singer announced that there the pigs. She said she was keepCattle 2.000, 1.500 calves: 25e
the wall so the pigs can scoot up
scout Master Ralph Wear Apes
will be -.-tt singing .at the church ing house while Mr. and Mrs. HenS. G. Boggess, Mgr.
in under it if the sow ti•ies to roll higher on vealers: top 10.75; other that all boys who intend to jain
in the afternoon secGnd Sunday in dricks were away.
over on them.,Clean houses, clean classes fully steady in .-active the organization will do swi at once
I am wishing happiness and sucMay. •
crounds. ete.- will. cOntrol, yebrrns. trade; few steers at 8_504(9.007 as it takes time ta work the „lateMr. and Mrs. Bud Turner were cess for the newly weds, Orvaly
A house may be cleaned with a heifers and mixed yearlings 7.00 comers 'up to certain qualifica- Sunday
guests of Kenneth Geurin Housden and Myrtle Thurman, and
,cotiring of hot water and lye. and 4411.50; cows 5.505* 625: cutters and tions * which are required of jhose and family.
Jatnes Lamb and Polly
. Thurman.
low
cutters
4,25s,
eligible
5.25;
for
sausage
the
Camporee
bulls
the eroUnds are cleaned after
. EnGeorge Grogan. his seileened in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Rex
Watson,
Mr.
teurung
.losver;
roll
top
at
once,
6.75;
pay
nominal
your registration
they've been plowed, when a hog
•
Much has been said
and Mrs. Novel Pendergrass and his back porch.
panne* has been there. Thorough range slaughter _ steers 43,7541 10.00; fee of 50c, so' that our troop , may
Mrs. Lela Linvitle-- ie somewhat
ehildren
and
and' written of the.,
Miss
Mary
Penderslaughter
heifers
be
6.00o 9.00,
enrolled in full at the earliest
and consistent brushing keep% the
grass- spent Sunday with W. Y. improved.
Sheep
3.1100:' mostly
-service phase of Inclipped possible date.
,:ow herself clean_ Limiting the Mr. and tars. Ray Edmotids and
Morgan
and 'family.
lambs;
few western Springs:. only
'Troop 45 and the scout master
,neral direction . . but
feed the first week tif • farrowing
june visited 'Mr. and Mrs.' Willie
Bobby
Ross'
is
visiting
his aunts.
(cid lots of natives; packers talk- made another shoit hike last week
keeps the pigs from overeating
Alexander . last Friday.
we hold to the simple
ing lower on springs; asking strong. end and the entire time was went Mrs. Monk.° Thwcatt and Mrs.
themselve
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Winchester
s
from
-the
'sows
big
flow
Edith
Hughes.
fact that Serviceis our
prices for ,clips.
in studying the correct methqd of
and Joe Pat and Mr. and Mrs.
of milk and subsequently_ dying.
Mr. and Mrs.- Wets Russell have
pitching a wall tent. will& is
ibilitj to be ready at
Hug)) Hurt and Ila 'Faye were
The sow should be fed no tankage
sirriple but yet .takes .practior to left for a two-week visit with Sunday
OBITUARY
any and all times and
afternoon guests of Mr.
•_•i• milk Until the pigs are at least
pitch one that will withstand gain Mrs. Russell's parents in Arkansas. and
Mrs. Rudy Bucy and )3obbie
a week . old. Feed her up till -that - Uncle
our viillingness to comMrs. Elbert if.l'arland and chilGeorge Green Calhoun and wind. , 'lb end the fietetablp.
Joe.
time on .jUst enough slop of wheat Was reared
ply with your most dein Stewart County. a fire .'bulIdiag contest wae-lield dren spent lionday with Mrs. . Mr.
and Mrs. Lidge Linville and
shorts to keep her from getting Tenn.. on
-Mary
Turkey
which
Geurirt
brought, about',keen ,rivapy
Creek. .1-je -was
tailed wishes.
Ralph and Frances. visited Mr.
liungrY*. Afterward.' however, feed born Oct. 14. 1850;
Mrs. Ethel Walker spent the and
died April 6. and fun.
O
Mrs. Carl Farris Friday night
her•hll she can -.hold to, insure a 1938: was 87
The Scout meetings from nrie day Tuesday with Mrs. Wilbur and
years. 5 months, 23
listened to`the prize fight.
Sincerely,
rood flow of Milk for the pigs at days old. He was the father of until- May 27 will be ones
.
MD of Dyer.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Hurt and Ila
'all times:
two boys and four girls.' the two work and bee-hive activity. Every
Miss - Virginia Lou Futrell is Faye
and J. D. Hendricks, visitboys preceding him to the grave. Scout is urged to come prepared spending flle
week
with her ed Thursday with Mr.
The
Free Delivery
and Mrs.
He is survived by. the. four daugh- to carry out his assignment
grandpare
Weeds Good -to Plow Under
nts.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charlie
Oury Hurt and family.
and
J. H. Churchill
C•
:.• J. T. Cochran has ters, -17 granachindren and 11 give prompt ittention to all 'dis- Evans.- of Murray.
- Miss Ruth Williams - visited a
,.bser.ed that farmers burn their greid--.grandchildren with whom a cussions.
Funeral Home
fields in preparation of ground for host of friends join in mourn his
All barrel stave pack frames are few days with her,. father. Equal
due to be completed_by next Tues- Williams. the first of ttut week.
' crops. This is a„ 'wasteful- way of passing.
Telephone
There le a place in our home day night and should be brought
—Brown Eyes
farming. The soils of Calloway
• county are lower in organic matter Which never can, be filled. He.,-is to the meeting to be inspected.
Murray, Ky:
To those who find it diffcult„.Ao
•
plant f•',',d Orgame gone but not forgotten.
- CARD OF THANKS
'Sleep on father and grandfather, make their frames. bring yokr
Take your rest,
materials with you and the Tritium
We wish to take this method of
We loved ydu but God loved you Will help' you.
thanking all of ouri friends and
best "--Written by Lutie Cal-Be Prepared!"
relates
•
for their help and kind
hoon and grandchildren_
expressions 'of sympathy offered
Pearl Bassimin- Harlan county, to uS during our
recent bereaveThe Banes disease work in Gal- has sowed
150 acres to permanent rnent
latin county is two-thirds 'corn- pasture.
PURE HOG
POUND
- H. Elkins and family.
, rleted. with 21 reactors ainone 676

(AUNTY AGENT- NOTES

Around Stone

.1.50

and crow's eggs.
Prizes, the announcement said,
will consist of shot gun, rod and
reel, etc. The hawks to be destroyed are the Cooper or,chickain
hawk,. and the sharp-shinned or
blue darter. •

will

EGGS, POULTRY
HAMS and CREAM
—Highest Prices —
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SCOUT NOTE4

PRODUCE CO

LIVER, lb.
10c
HAMBURGER, 2 lbs.
25c
Armour's Star BACON
35c
SAUSAGE,2 lbs. for
35c
BEEFSTEAK
20c
CHUCK ROAST
14c
RIB ROAST
10c
MUTTON
9c and 15c
OLEOMARGARINE,2 lbs. for . . 25c
SALT BUTTS
10/
1
2c
BACON BUTTS
12/
1 2c
PURE HOG LARD . ......
1.1c
Pork Shoulder, half or whole, lb. . . 16c
Pork Ham, half or whole, lb.
• 18c
DRESSED CHICKENS
Highest Market Prices Paid in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs and Hides

Russell's Chapel

Livestock

BOGGESS PRODUCE CO.

SERVICE .. •

"

WE BUY RAGS and SCRAP IRON

Shroat Bros.
MEAT MARKET_

•

Phone -214

UTOTEEM

e•

3 Stores—East Main St., North 4th St. and at Hazel

LARD
or 6 SMALL
MILK
PRIDE OF ILLINIOS NO. 2 Can
CORN
2
For
SALMO N ALASKA CHUMS 2
P & G SOAP
10
LIBBY'S PETER

YOUR CASH
TALKS HERE
Floor Polish, full qt." ..23c
Light Globes, each
Sc

Check through these
items, for they rive you
a (hams to have quality
food at a Ion price for
Laster. And you can be
sure it's all
FRESH food! ,

Toilet Paper, 7 rolls
Matches, 3 boxes
CORN , 2_cans

WHEN YON COOK
IN
•

HAM, slo-baled, sliced, lb.
45c
HAM. count , sliced, half or whole
CRISCO, lb. 24c_,. 3 lbs.
59c
DRESSED FRYERS, each
60c
OLEO, 2 tbs.
25c
RAISINS, seedless, 15 oz. pkg. ......
10t
2 Cornflakes, 1 Wheat Krispies, 35c value
21c
Wheaties, 25c Telescope FREE
Johnson's Glo-Coat, 1-Pt. and one 1-2 Pt.
$1.05 Value
69c
That Good Pingdinger COFFEE, 2 lbs.
25c
Snow King BAKING POWDER; 25c value . 19c
,Granite WASH PAN
1 St
Heinz fresh CUCUMBER PICKLF4 qt„. for. 22t
PRUN,FvtrUICE, 12 oz,ens.•
10e
Grapef
Quite, No. 2 can, Topmost, 2 for . 21c
Campbell's PORK & BEANS, 2 for
15e
TOMATOES, No. Vcans, 2 for
15c
Fresh Vegetables of All Kinds
Selected Garden Seeds
--,
WE ONLY HANDLE THE BEST BRANDED
MEATS
We Want Your Eggs and Hams, Always the
Highest Prites

Tolley & Carson
Food Market
Prompt Delivery—Phone 37

Court Square

Swann's Grocery
24-=Telephones---25
Green Telephone Peas. lb. .
New Green Beans. lb. .
Fancy Fla. Oranges, doz.
' Large Calif. Oranges, doz.
Large_ (green Cucumbers. each
„s 2-No. 2 cans Red Cherries
Gallon can Rea Cherries 4 ,
10c box Blue Sttpertuds and

10e

and Large Cake Plate
21c
1 Kellogg's..'hest 1Krispies le
if you buy 2 Cornflakes 17e or
3 for
24e
Virginia Dried Apple.. 3 lbs
20c
Fancy Evaporated Apricots,
Pound
.
,
Evaporated Peaches.' 3 -lbs.
25c
sirs Fancy Peaches. 2 lbs.
2Se
24 lbe Exclusive Flour
75c
24 lbs. Guaranteed Flour _. 63e
'A lbs. White Frost Floor
•80e
A Bestowal cap and 'leaueer or
a Nice Plate Free with 1 lb.
American Ace Coffee
,2k
FArly Ohio Steed Potatoes. be. 11.00
Nice Fat Fryers. lb.
Ste
Dressed
Tie
2 lb. Jar Peanut Butter 23e to 2.k
Nice Light Broom
23e
Heavy Broom
30c

X"*Ctr-Wkirt'
f'"rinr

ASK for your Credit Card TODAY!
EXCLUSiVE Al KROGER STORES

WOODBURY'S SOAP,
2 for
15c
Palmolive Soap, Bar . . . 6c

Chewing Gum,3 pkgs.

BROOMS, Each

10c

ARCO FLOUR
MEAT
CRACKERS
2
BEANS
4 FOR,
•
CORN
PORK AND BEANS
FLOUR
,,Pound
MEAL
2
PEACHES
2 lb. Celophane Bags
ISINS
J.E LY OLD SOUTHERN, 21/2
DOMINO or GODCHAUX
SUGAR
10 Ibii. CLOTH
4 FOR
TOMATOES
BROOKS
3 FOR
HOMINY
2
CHERRIES SOUR PITTED,

-••

as

Pound

...CRISP SODAS

Pound Boxes

GREEN STRINGLESS
NO. 2CANS
CRITES BEST,

CLEAR LAKE

•

1 •

BOILING

Demonstration

- All Next Week
At Your

ROGER
Store

Murray, Ky.
—
Miss Ann Harris,
Majestic Cooking Expert in Charge
Visit Your Kroger Store
EACH DAY NEXT WEEK

• -

CLEAR LAKE

EVAPORATED,

80c
9c
15c
25c
5

59c

BAG

lb. Celophaine Bags

FANCY SEEDLESS,

lb. Jar

BAG, Each

RIPE

Con
tiro:
Spri

16 OZ. CAN

Self Rising-24 lb. Bag

12

Pad
qua!
cent
out
twin
tray,

18c

NO. 2 CAN

VAN CAMPS,

FREE

10c
18c
19c
23c
37`

Corti Flakes, Miller's Fresh
CrIij
6c Large, 10c
Matches, 6 Boxes
17c

FOR

NOW AT 1/4 FORMER HOME DEMONSTRATION PRICES
ON KROGER S CREDIT CARD PLAN

20c
25c
Sc
25c
late

Ise Pactagei Blue- saiogssitis

•

1//aP
IALOW-HEAT

WATERLESS" COOKWARE

I' W. FAIN
S. W. Corner

For

NONE BETTER At Any Price
New Low Price, 24 lb. Bag

4 lbs. Armour's Star
LARD, Carton

45.c
Pure PORK SAUSAGE,
_ast
2 lbs.

3 TALL

GIANT BARS

15c

25c
I' lb. Sliced Brealsfast
Bacon
.25c
1 lb. Ground Beef, No
Cereal
ISe
Lean, Loin Pork Chops,
Pound
23c
2 lbs. OLEO
26c

Whole or
Half

•

10c

NATURE PUT
IN FOOD

OATS, 2 2-lb. boxes

SPECIAL
FOR
EASIER!

a.

. 25c

PAN

No. 2 CAN

No. 2 1-2 CANS,

No. 2 CAR,

FOR

3 ..•.!..7;
/1-

23

4k)

-17c
19c
51c
25c
20c
23c

CI.1
r

SI
East
MEM
11.

•

,
•

4

•

•

I
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COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK
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Lime is Available
At Bureau Crusher

sion at One Cost by Advertising in the

Newspaper

NearILEverybody Reads.

-Fair to Its Peaders Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon April 14, 1938

Volume CVI; No. 15

season, tobacccnists said. latialit)
of the tobacco was slightly better
than last season.
By J. MACK JENKINS.
Total sales in the district this.,
season amounted to slightly more I
Pastor of First Methodist ('hurch, Mdrray, Ky.
than 19,000 pounds against sales 1 Sponsors of Former Presidents
"Now upon the first day of the week our present Sunday),
Parade at Show. Meet is
very early in the morning, they came unto the sepulchre. bringing the Paducah slid Mayfield Markets last season or slightly More than
Acree Austin, Mayfield, director spices which they had prepared, and certain others with them. And
11,000,000 pounds.
at Wells Hall
Report Sale; Murray Has
of WPA recreation in junior base- they found 'the stone rolled away from the sepulchre. And they entered
Highest Average
ball in the first District, said 'Fri- in, and foupd not the body of the Lord Jesus. And it came to pass.
The Murray Rotary Club held
day there would be a meetin in as they were much perplexed thereabout, behold two •men stood by
its fourteenth anniversary dinner
With last Friday's sales totaling
the courthouse here on Friday them in shining garments; and as they were afraid, and bowed down
at Wells Hall Thursday night at
2,970 pounds, Marray's loose leaf
night, April 15, for ,the purpose of their faces to the earth, they said unto them, 'Why seek ye the liv730. with President James H. Richcco closed for
floors for dark toba.
organizing a junior baseball league ing among the dead7 fie is rot here, but is risen'." St. Luke 24:1-6.
mond as the principal speaker of
the year after a season's total of
in Murray.
There is no better description of Easter than this: It cannot 4,919,110 pounds was sold. From
.
the evening.
_
Austin said all boys under 17 be improved upon by any, comment._
Others ..on the program were
Aw.dl.Pr
Wear_are. lkPly
-Cnurc
yea'
yit
.
IITT 0 age WOU
e g e to
m an ear y
Toastmaster A. V. Havens, Rotary
$411,714.11 at an average of $8.37
Candidates for N'arsity
Christ
the
resurrection
of
above
passage,
as
set
out
ir.
the
play in the junior league, or any celebrating,
President Karl C. Frazee, Hall
per hundred. The money for FriTeam
person who was not 17 years old from the dead. At the council of Ricca, in S25 A. D., it was decided day's sales totaled $265.63 for an
Hood, who gave the address of
after
by March 30.
• to observe raster on the Sunday following the first full moon
welcome, Ed Filbeck, Mrs. Gingles
average of $8.37. The AssoCiatibn
Murray
State
College
is
looking
All business men and the Mur- the Spring equinux. Thus Easter may be observed from March 22 to floor was the only one to sell to•'•
and 141 girls who acted as
forward
to
a
very
successful
tennis
ray Post of the American Legion April 25. This year the full moon is on April 14, and Easter •is the bacco here Friday.
sponsor Of :the 14 past presidents
season
this
spring
with
such
stars,
and all other persons interested in following Sunday. April 17.
as Capt. Bob Noel, James Lassiter, of the •Mtirray Rotary.
At-least three things are set out in the obserVanee of Easter.
baseball were urged by Austin
They were Misses Mary Nee
PADUCAH, Ky., April i4-To- and Pat Wear, returning from last
First, it is the carrying forward of the Jewish feast of the
to attend the meeting.
Farmer, Virginia Veal, Mary Franbaceo sales were closed for the year's varsity team.
Passover, the great day of the year to the Jews.
Practice is not under- Way as ces Johnson, Jacqueline . SherJesus was crucified on Friday. He lay in the Minh during season at the Planters . loose leaf
borough. Martha Bell Hood, ReSaturday, the Jewish Sabbath, and then on our present Sunday morn- floor here -Friday when only 9.000 yet, because of the continual rains
becca Robertson, Sue Upchurch,
which
have
upheld
the
recondiweed
were
pounds
of
the
dark
ing, the first day' of the week. as set cut in the above passage. he
Margaret Webber Trevathan, Sue
tioning
of
the
courts.
average
of
$7.
sold
for
$630
at
an
rose from the tomb. Because Jesus rose from the dead on our present
All candidates for the varsity Farmer, Frances Sledd, Josephine
Friday's sales brought the total
Sunday morning. the early church, even in the days of Peter and
Franklin. Thelma Ross, Martha
.PADUCAH, Ky., April 14-Wid Paul, began to observe our
present Sunday as the Christian Sabbath. of the season. to 2,048.455 pounds tennis team, except those particiNelle Wells, and Rachel Linn.
Matthews, a field representative of ThW, was done to set apart the
young Christian Church .from the for . which growers received $159,- pating in spring football, should
The past presidents, and the year
clubs operated' by the St. Louis Jewish Church, and to set apart the. Christian Sabbath tout present 800.05 at an average of $7.80.
contact Bob Neal for further dein which they presided over RoCardinals, will head the scouting' Sunday) from the Jewish Sabbath, our present, Satufdly. Thus Easter
C. W. Kertii, floor manager, said tails. .
contingent that will pass judgment carries the message not only of the resurrection of our Lord' from the the tobacco was not fine this year
The following meets have been tary here. were' 0. T. Ka1t-1924;
on the boys who will attend the dead but also .it brings to us the Message that in that early day the but proved to .be a -useful" crop officially scheduled Itz.A.his spring:• E. J Beale, 1925;• Ben B. Keys,
Finset:it-4927; Warren S.
baschaJ1 tryout camp to be"
11-- -Christian Church set up our---presedr-Siiriday as the Christian Sabbath. finding a ready market. Sales, were -April 30, CarbOhdale; Ill., th.erp: 1926;
ducted here.at Hook's Park. start- During these almoit 1900 years the church haa consistently -.observed scheduled to be closed last Week: May 6, Carbondale, Ill., here; May Swann, 1928; Ernest B. Motley,
ing next Monday. April 18, it was our present Sunday as the Christian Sabbath, And now even many but were continued for benefit of 9., Mississippi College, here; May 1929; T. H. Stokes, 1930; E. B. Housannounced today by R. L. - Myre, of••• the-lisierr,e observing Mir- preseUt 'Sabbath as their'Sabbath_ thuS growers' who had not disposed of 13, Western, there; May 20, Weil- ton, 1931: Harry I Skald,. ;932:, W.
4. Caplinger, 1933: Vernon C. Stubgeneral manager . of ,the Paducah securing more uniformity among God's people. The Mohammedans their crop.
ern, here.
blefield, 1934: • Hall Hood, 1935;
club, of the Kitty League which observe Friday as their Sabbath; but the. Ghrtstian Sabbath has
will sponsor the camp.
entered
the caienders
all n-etions, and is observed more or
MAYFIELD, Ky., Apri1•14-IndeCalloway county farmers have Luther Robertson, 1936; and Karl
17 and less round the world.
Boys between the ages
pendent auction tobacco sales on planted the largest strawberry* C. Frazee, 1937.
0. L. Boren, secretarY, had
23 who, believe they have a future
. Naturally the resurrection of the' dead is associated with the. Mayfield loose leaf floors for the acreage of 10 years
charge of the preparations Jor the
in professional baseball are urged spring of the. year. A short while back our fields were brown and season which ended Thursday.
to attend the camp which will be dead. Now they are carpeted with garlands of'flowers. Our trees totaled 9,494,089 pounds, which sold
Potato seed dealers of Powell and dinner.
held at Hook's Park, with the first stood naked and bare, holding out empty arms. No ther,ove clothed for $711,913.98, an average of . $7.57 Wolfe counties ordered a carload
,
theeir arms the promise of a per hundred pounds.. Toba.cco sold of Minnesota state certified Irish
session scheduled next Monday with garments of beauty and
It Payi to Read the Classified,
bountiful
harvest. We plant the naked Seed in the F01.1.• We do not over the association floors and sent Cobblers.
morning, starting at 9:00 o'clock,
Boys who display sufficient abil- expect to see that seed again. It must die. But in its death it sends- to prizeries. brought the total up
ity will be signed to contracts and up to the sunakne above a 'growing plant that bears Its harvest of to 10,691.769 pounds while tobac- CAPITOL SCREEN REMODELED
"The New"
will have their expenses incident wheat or some other grain. °God gives it a body as it hath pleased conists here estimate between four
to attending the camp refunded,
and five million pounds were
Manager Cliftone Morris of the
him."So with the resurreatic-n di the dead. "It is stater
'
. in corrup- bought at the barns.
Capitol Theatre announces that he
tion; it is raised in incorrupticin; it is sown in dishonor, it is raised
Last' year's market brought 6,- has the picture screen -resurfaced
Murray's Newest Quick Lunch
in glory; it is sown
weakness, it is raised in power; it is sown a 398,341 pounds te the local floors and with the new
Peerless.High
And Short Order
naairal body; it is „raised ri spiritual body". "For this corruptible for an average
of $8.01 per hun- Intensity Magnarc Projection
Must put on incorruption, and this mortal must put on immortality.
dred,
Lamps it is all that Can be desired
So when this ediruptible shall have put on incorruption, and this
Slight differences- in marketing in visibility. EnginZ-ers will arr,ive
mortal shall have put on immortality, then shall be brought to pass
conditions this season and the fact shortly to make ready the giant
Specializing in Clean Food and
Concurrent with the announce- the saying that is written, Death is swallowed up in victory."
that approximately four million air, conditioning plant S.3 that when
('ourteous Service
Easter and immortality are necessarily joined together. We
ment of the state department of
more pounds were sold over the the first warm days come it will
could
not
have
the
one
the..other.
without
"Thanks
'be
to
God
which
the
agriculture that it is time for
CHARLES RYAN, Prop.
Mayfield floors this year accounts be ready to keep the patrons cool
giveth us the victory thfough our Lott Jesus Christ."
spraying
fruit trees for curfor the 'slightly higher average last and comfortable..
cylio, County Agent J. T. Cochran
Wednesday described a solution
which he said would effectively retard the work ,of the pest.
A mixture, he :said, composed of
Principal Huron Jeffrey of .Lynn
The West Kentucky Rural Elec3 pounds of lead arsenate,'3 pounds
Grove High School said SeAurday tric Co-operative Corporation has
of hydrated lime, 1 to 2 pounds of
the Parents-Teachers Association
zinc sulphate, and 100 pounds' of
of the Lynn Grove community last been granted a loan of $100.000
water administered to the infected
Tuesday sponsored a clean-up cam, by the Kural Electrification Adareas will control the curculio.
paign of the high school campus, ministration, it was learned from
First traces of the curculio this
planted flowers, and set our shrub- Washington.
year, he said, were found in a
bery, and built see-saws and fishThe co-operative, covering the
Graves county orchard on March
pools. While the women were at
31.
work, the men of the community southern part of Graves county as
poured a 5-foot concrete walk well as portions of Calloway and
from the schoolhouse to the high- Hickman counties, has -oeen
way some 150 feet away
cOtporated. by seven prominent
Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch, wife of Graves county farmers.
the county education board -momThe plan is to provide electricity
The State Baptist Training Union
her, is president of the Lynn Grove for farm homes along 170 miles 'of
meet April 14-17
Convention will MeinorialBaptist_1
P-TA. In a special statement- after lines. The $100,000 grant will be
at the Felix
the work was ,clone. Professor Jef- sufficient for slightly more than
Churc h, Lexington. beginning
frey expressed his and the school's 110 miles of lines, it was stated.
Thursday night and closing Sunday at non, President Ronald deep appreciation for • the move
county' 'homemakers
Jefferson
Churchill, Murray. will be in which motivated the project.
are cooperating in a* campaign to
charge. with the Rev. Wesley
Shrader being the host pastor. RegFloyd county farm management increase the consumption of milk.
I KEEP FOODS FRESHER'‘
istration goal is set at 1.000. accord- plans call far an increase of 22 cream, cheese. butter and other
AIR CONDITIONED
ing to the Rev. Byron C. S. De- per cent in meadows and pastures. dairy products.
Jarnette. Louisville, secretary.
Ralph Churchill, Murray, brother of Ronald, Will be -in charge of
YOU CAN HAVE ICE)
the devotional Saturday night,- and
the Rev. Peyion Thurman. GeorgeCUBES
5 MINUTES
town, and the Rev. A. L. Gillespie,
Louisville, will speak Friday morning.
Those attending the corvention
'I'M BIG AND ROOMY...)
4
from Murray will be Mr. and Nth.
FULL FAMILY SIZE
R. W. Churchill, Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Churchill, Sue UpchUrcii.
\
is
Elizabeth Fay Upthurch, Hugh
Thomas McEltath. 'Fred Crawliiid:
when you can find a refrigerator that
Billie Jones, Margaret Morris, Hacotta $1100 less than you expected to
zel Terry, and Clatus Guthrie. The
pay-.-it's certainly smart to at least
evening session of the, convention
take a look at it. But with our Refrigwill be, broadcast over a Lexingerators-we offer even more. Try it in
ton staktion. .
your home 10 DAYS FREE. See how
much
fresher foods keep...how easy
Read the Class:fie.: Cotumn.
it is to- have clear, tasteless ice cubes
in 5 ministes... how
one .filitist.st
ordiasev
*kb* s- -au
FULL
7 days. Call or phone
FAMILY,SIZE
for your 10 day free
All leading breeds U.S.
Approved. Btoodstasted. started elneke one, ton and
trial.
antoka old, Priest. right Alro Sexed Husks.
CATALOG,WrIte: KElITUCHT HATCHERY
SRI vein rough'snarl• 1.1,1?..:1,,N Kan-nix!
and you get .it

Fine Job in Prison Rehabilitation
Murray May Have
Being Done by Warden J. Hammond Junior Baseball
League Organized
By JOE T. ',own.
kept in a wire confine.
No person, regardless of his
Kentucky has deservedly won
standing or reputation, is permitted
the recognition ef the-entire nation
to enter the farm gate withopt a
by as great and fliF-reaching prothorough search not only • Of"his
-.gram to rehabilitate its state instiperson but also his vehicle. The
tutions
for
those
unfortunate sheriff of Bell County recently
-enough to. have to be kept in
pasted through the guard and his
prison, hospital or asylum. This vociferous objections to a search
work is easily the outstanding acwere completely, thi.ugh politely
complishment of the Chandler ad- ignored. No chances are taken at
rift but
range.
. Of course, primary credit is due
No guard inside the inclosure is
to the Governor, who ciwceived it
And is thus carrying out one of permitted to be armed. No visitor
ills
most
important
campaign may enter even with a pocketknife
pledges, but others are deserving on his person. No prisoner is to
of the highest praise for their loyal have •a chance to obtain even the
or. most
insignificant
and efficient support of the pro- smallest
weapon with which to stall a riot.
grain.
The writer was much surprised
Ccmmissioner Fred .Wallis, who
to see a detail of 400 prisoners
Incidentally has a splendid assistcoming in from the field with only
ant in our own Elmus Beale, is do8 guards. Prisoners do not behave
ing a magnificent piece 'of work
so docilely unless they are treated
which is Widely recognized not
fairly and _honestly, as human
only in Kentucky but elsewhere.
beings instead of as animals.
However, there's one young man
The aim of the new prison farm
doing an exceptionally ,able piece
at LaGrange is not merely to 'punof administrative work who has
ish men fur their evil deeds but to
thus' Far been overlooked in passreconstruct their lives and charing cut the praise.
acters, if possible, Str-'that they
He is none other than James may re-enter ordinary life as good
Hammond. a past ciimmander of citizens to contribute their share
the. Department of Kentucky of toward the progress and welfare
The American Legion, who _as
of society.
warden of the new state prison
The best conteived plans may
farm at LaGrange. Kentucky. now, eastly go astray sinless they are
tinder • construction. This projeet- correctly and 'consistently adminiswas created to get the men out of tered. 'Warden Hammond is doing
the terrible, old • state prison at this magnificently and he deserved
Frankfort, which was inundated by the sincere c.cmmendation and
the 1937 flood, and such rapid praise of every Kentuckian.
progress has been foade that I
already virtually all prisoners have
been moved from 'Frankfort to.
LaGrange.
So admirably has Warden HamFarm Bureau officials here
mond organized the work and so
splendidly haS he won the confi- Wednesday invited all farmers in
dence and respect of the prisoners this county to take advantage of
en the farm that the work is going what they termed an "unbelievably
on there with commendable ef- low rate for lime" as the Bureauficiency under conditions that or- operated crusher continued to make
dinarily -.would be fraught with tons of the limestone available
danger. Precautions are so sens- each day.
Located on the east side of the
ibly and promptly taken that
dangers are held to -41,- minimum county, the quarry will be open
despite the smallness of the guard and limestone will be available
force and the fact that more,than until July 1. it was made known
5,000,, prisoners, including many The price of the limestone is in
desperate characters, are merely the neighborhood of $1.50 per ton.

TIMES

Create Maximum Impres-

"AN EASTER SERMON"

ROTARY CLUB
HAS DINNER

TOBACCO FLOORS
CLOSE ON FRIDAY

TENNIS'MEETS ARE
LISTED AT MURRAY

Scouts Will View
Baseball Hopefuls

of'

of

hour

Chevrolet Lunch

Curculio Control Is Recommended
By County Agent

1

Restaurant

P-TA Aids School County Gets Loan
In Prettying-up
For Rtiral Power

BE Ailk SET FOR

SPRIkt DRIVING

A REFRIGERATOR
PRICED

GET FIRST CLASS TRAVEL
/AT REDUCED RATES ON

GOOD/(AA
TIRES
Packed with Goodyear extraquality features--sIdd.resisting
center traction grip ... blowout protected plies of Supertwist Cord. 8-1 offers first-claim
travel at reduced rates.

$100 LOWER?

Baptist Union fo
Meet in Lexington

"57
Yes...it's our air conditioned Refrigerator
and you can try it
10 days FREE!"

•

Come get this great THRIFT
tire now-b• all set for carefree
Spring and Sum•40
mar driving. Low 'V

,6

(
Mem &aary

8-1 prices start at

114

°(e4 9noney
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a
f
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SPECIAL
CAR WASH
and POLISH
CLEAN UP-BRIGHTEN UP

CLEANER AND POLISN
• Clain and polish your
that "new car" appearante. The Coat ii Inn'.
Roth cleaner and polish

ear—restore

50c

Get your car
cleaned up now-at
this bargain price.
We'll do a thoro job
for yin.

ONLY
$3.53

Stokes-Smith Motor Co
East Main St.

Phone 170
Murray, Ky.

Balmy
added

NrE

4 . 4 /#‘.*
Sat. Apr. 16 \,1kliti4 ''
Wallpaper Sc Roll Up

When you 'come to the Ledger & Times' Big Spring
Party Saturday, come into our ,store next door to
their office and see our selection of beautiful and
durable wallpapers. You will find a style for even.room and you'll be surprised At- the very'Rea4onable cost..

ROBERT D.
ROWLAND
District Manager

We

Feature Imperial

Washable

Office ,West

Side Square
Phone 202

MURRAY PAINT & WALLPAPER CO. '
M urray, Ky

Nc)rt h it h. Street

OOOOOnes•As94%.
,
,,,
,WAS/WAVIWW/s,s

.O•yeree/ee,,,
,V7//AO
,

- assit-asimmalainasitawisiaew-wee,,essearseseee.• a.

Wallpaper

OF.
THE MUTUAL LIFE OF
NEW YORK

a'.7% i

a t

Phone 64
For Service

Manufac-

turer's Prices!

MURRAY CONSUMERS
COAL & ICE CO.
"Ice Ii the Best svicl Cheapest Refrigerant Yet•Known
•
.
Scientific World"

•
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In snow white too, and so easy to clean: For
Is it really economy,to try to do without a telephone? Why
She tells you the initials of year friends.
'only $108. And other smart styles at the 'same
net order yours today, There are several classes of service to'
whether false or true Tells you what busilow price.
ness you are best- adaptea to.
select froth, and all, foteirill find, are surprisingly lowin cost
Call Or come Into the teTephonc hasiness office or a4ic any teleDon't fall to consult this gifted lidt•er.aiil
phone employe to. eiplain how little it now costs to have a
atteirs of life
•
r
telephone of your ovii; in your home.
Call . today.. tornarrow may be too late...
Hours 9 a. he to 9 p m
Speeis,. 10-1
-50c
-Al.!. WELCOME--Located lii terrt AZ
LOd CABIN GULF STATION
lece-oe•e...1
THOMAS BANKS,
.
`Owner
KNOWN FOR BETTER VALUES
LOOK loft SU"
94-11iTs I
"We 1.13tenti
-

THE PUBLIC VOICE

CAMP ENGINEER GIVES TIPS
ON TERRACE CULTIVATION

a

Between the Rivers

Round About News

nisTarcr-

air(

Across the River I

Spring

Millinery
Ready-to-Wear

L. Robertson Visits
J. M. Thomas, Model

SHERIFF'S SALE

Of Land for Delinquent State and
County Taxes

•

Phone 44

For Safe FUR STORAGE
RIGHT HERE
AT HOME

CARL

A Special Stock for Easter Dressups

T. 0. TURNER
IT NO LONGER
,
PAYS, TO TRY TO
GET ALONG
WITHOUT_ONE

1.

FUR STORAGE

And Now-

OMBRE DOESKINS!

T

Still Time To Get Your Clothes
CleanedWith'?

•

D

PROCESS

$198

PHONE 44
LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANERS

Southern Bell Telephone and Televai31s Co.

ttri7e a Step Ahead'

•• •

--f

ar-aaarargreres-irar. • em. •elee•-•

•
'

Os.

••.•
.1.11

•••-
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8.25
777
2.84
5.70
10.14
3.80
2.88
9.20
11.10
lot.. .76
4.27
950
tars _ 13 00
lot
8.54
3.97
.66

Maud Hendrick, Ruby Farris and
Mary Hargis.
Those who sent gifts were: Mr.
and Mrs. Burnette Outland and
Rupert, Mrs. Jewt1 Witty, .Mrs
Jake Forrest, Mrs. Mattie5 Alexander, Mrs. Bertha Culpepper, Mr.
and Mrs. Pat Rowland, and Mr.
ahd Mrs. Hardy Adair.
• • • • •

PHONE 247, PLEASE

SOCIETY
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than
Tuesday
afternoon each week.

Perhaps He May Walt Again!
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entertained the following guests
Sunday: Mr. and Mrs. Ocus Carraway and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Con Geurin and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Ott Holland and family, Mrs.
Fred Enoch and children- Mrs. Finis
Holland, Larry Rutherford and
son. Max.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Denham of
Hazel spent Sunday as guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Wavel Alders-in.
The Rye, Garvin Curd was the
Sunday dinner guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Wavel Curd,
Mrs. Bob White visited in 'Iris,
Monday.-Rose Bud.

Mrs. Clark

Is Honored
With Shower
Monliay afternoon, March 28,
Mrs. Maggie Cook. Mrs. Rebecca
Mrs. Roy Mare Entertains
sided over the meeting and read Barrow and Miss Lorene CompWith Quilting
la splendid paper on "Romantic ton entertained with a shower in
Mrs. Roy Marr entertained with composers." Miss Elizabeth Thom- honor of Mrs. Pearl Clark.
The afternoon was spent in
a quilting on April 7. Each guest tan 'played "Greetings to. Gade," by
carried a covered dish and a de- !Schuman, and was followed, by a sociable conversation.
13.13 •
After the opening of the many
ightful meal was served at .the duet, "March Militaire." Schubert,
15.74
noon hour.
by Misses Mayme Ryan and Fran- lovely gifts by the honoree, de•
Hello to everybody. I failed to
Although it was a rainy day ces Sledd. Miss Martha Bell Hood licious refreshments were served
write last week as I was busy try•
7.08
▪ s▪ everal were present and two played '"Waltz." by Brahms .and to the' guests.
Guests present were Mrs. Ruth
Ing to get'a few things planted ir
11.03
quilts were almost quilted. Every Miss Frances Gatlin "Minute
the garden.
4.44 one seemed to enjoy the day.
Waltz," by Chopin. The concluding Ford, Mrs. Hattie Boggess, Mrs.
Josephine Shroat, Mrs. Mabrey
Mr. and Mrs. John Thompson
Thus. present .were: Mrs. Vela number an the program
was
had
as Sunday
guests
Ervin
Smith, Mrs. Marelle Smith. Miss "Rhapsodie Number 2 An G minor." Williams: Mrs. Ruby Meltigirs Mrs.
Danis Miller, Mrs. Murrelle Thorn7.87
Rhoades, Mr. Euin Calhoon and
Mary Hoylan Allbritten, Mrs. De- by Brahms, played by Miss Lillian
ton, Mrs. Lucille QUIland...Agfra_..._
___mona-AithriSters---114tosraribie Clark. Mrs. Onie Cook, Mrs.
15.55
Cr, Ewel Morgan.
A salad plate was served to
britten, Miss Addle Bell, Mrs. LuEtna Compton. Mrs. Lola Outland,
14.18
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Sills - visited
cille Williams, Mrs. Pearl Elkins about twelve guests.
Mrs. Lillian Hicks, Mrs. Mary
17.32
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Hampton SunMrs. Anna Willoughby. Mrs. Ira
Lynn. Mrs. Pearl Clark, Miss Lo1L02
day, April 3.
Elkins, Mrs. Vurlene Marr, Mro Stitch
rene Compton, Mrs. Maggie Cook,
and Chatter Club
6.30
Mrs. Bertha Herndon has over
Eula McCuiston, Mrs. - Sarah Alland
Mrs.
Rebecca
Meets
With
Jeffrey
Mrs.
Barrow.
12k
9.44
100 baby chicks.
britten, Mrs. Nola Allbritten, Mrs.
Those sending gifts were Mrs.
The Stitch and Chatter Club was
The night of April second was
Mary Smith,. Mrs. Lina Mae Ferg- entertaine
d Thursday afternoon by Pearl Miller, Mrs. Olevia Barrow,
5220
a cold night and a big frost. I guess
erson,
Mrs.
Myrtle
Mae
Cook, Mrs. Grace
Mrs. Glen Jeffrey at her home.
21.85
we won't have any fruit i'ais year.
Mrs. Irene Magness, Mrs. Laura Spring
'YOUNG WILLIAM JEFFREY, JR.
flowers were used as dec- Holland, Mrs. Loretta Cagle, Mrs.
3.18
It's Monday and Mr. and Mrs.
Sue Fergerson, Miss Neva Ferger- oration thrpughou
Clyde
Brooks and Mrs. Noel Pate.
t the rooms.
3.80
Ray Herndon are gardening some
One of the little victims of last summer's epidemic of infantile
son,
Mrs.
Auberna Perkins. Mrs.
paralylot __ 1.90
The s hours were spent informMr. and Mrs. Claud Hampton are
sis in western Kentucky proudly points to `his new braces,
Laurene Elkins, Miss Elena Mc- ally.
furnished
miss Gibson Is In Dramatic
S A. 40.95
by
the
Kentucky
Crippled
Children
Commissio
n. Nurses at the hos- planting their garden.
Cuiston, Miss Berline Osborn, Miss
Recital
A lovely salad plate in the Easter
37.50
pital where this little chap is under treatment say that
Mrs. One Hampton has, in a
his determinaLorene Smith, Miss 011ie Willough- 'motif
Miss Emma Sue Gibson, daugh- tion to walk
was served to the members
is largely responsible for the progress he has made, i1 quilt this week.
by,
Messers
Sam
Marr,
Buron
ter
of
AllMr.
and Mrs. Jonah Gibson Is for this little
3.28
and one visitor, Mrs. Ewen Swann.
Mrs. Cecil Sills and -tomily and
lad and ethers like bin, that the Kentucky Society
britten, Roy and Aubrey Marr.
of Murray, was a feature per- for Crippled
Children is conducting a state-wide campaign for $50,000. Mrs. Edd Outland visited Mrs.
•
Children
present
former
in a program of dramatic beginning
were: James
3.16
Easter Sunday. April 17.
Orid Hampton Sunday of last
Max Allbritten. J. R. Smith. Bar- Mrs. Langston Entertains Club
recitals sponsored by the pupils of
week.
Mrs
B.
Langston
0.
was
at
home
ber G. McCuiston, Bettye Jo McMrs. Clem Krider. Paris, in the Louisa Mitchell Sunday.
3.93
• Mrs. Bertha Herndon and Mrs.
Friday afternoon to members of City Auditorium- at
Cuiston, Jolannie . Gray
Paris ThursMiller.
7.08
We are sorry te report that Mrs,.
Lois Bray visited Mrs. One Hampday night, April J.
Charlie Ople Smith, Ronald All. her bridge club.
Rudy. Flood of Cottage Grove is
ton this week.
Mrs. Joe Lovett won. the prize
Miss Gib-son's interpretation was confined
britten and Datha Gray Williams,
875
to her bed and yery
Sorry to. hear that Mrs. Kittie
a reading from Booth Tarkirigton.
Last Tuesday and Wednesday,
and the -hostes.
s. Mrs. Ckine Marr. for vitigh seem-I A.;
at this time. Hope Ale soon-sissouSimmons is not getting along well.
delicious
A
salad
plate
'friends
"Miss
was
servRennsdale
and
neighbors
Accepts."
gathered
With ers.
S.33
at
I must be going.-Popeye.
ed at the conclusTa i4if the game. her to Paris for the recital went
the home of Mrs. George. Coles to
12.80
Garden Club Has Interesting
Bob
Allbritten
was
a
caller
to
Only
'members
her
father
house
were
present.
clean
and
for her. She has been
mother, Miss
4.50.
Meeting
Louise Putnam. and Miss Laura Johnnie Simmons Tuesday
- in the hospital for' three weeks fol3_94
Miss Cappie Beale, Mrs. Jack
OBITUARY
Mrs. Eunice Williams and daugh- lowing an operation.
Frisby.
The group
1.12
s
Kennedy and. Mrs. D. H. Siress Eusellan Class Holds Meeting
ter, Eran, were callers of her par- papered, panted and scoured
and
228
The
Euzelian
Sunday
School
class
were hosts Thursday afternoon for
The death angel visited the home
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Mitchell, every thing,that goes with
house
10.63
the April meeting of the Garden of the First Baptist Church met
Tuesday afternoon.
cleaning. It was a grand deed of Hurley Morgan and took his
944
Monday
evening
at the home , of
Club Miss Beale's home was OpenBill Edd Hendon is spending a and all partielipants had an en- father, J. W. David Morgan, March
2 A. •
ed for the occasion. A lovely dis- Mrs. Joe Parkor with Mrs. Ronald
few days with his aunt and uncle, joyable day together. Late in the 27, 193B, age 77 years,' II months
Bob
and
Warren
Allbritten
......6504
,
Mr
play of tulips and other spring Churchill and Mrs. Gertie Farris
and Mrs. Rudy Hendon and chil- Mr. and Mrs. Ivie Wilson of Bowl- day the guests left wishing that and 11 days. He was a member of
18.00
assisting hosts.
flowers added a colorful note.
Mrs., Coles would soon be able to the Sugar Creek Baptist Church
dren. Robert and Bill Edd, Mr. ing Green.
1.58
Mrs.
Graves
Sledd,
chairman.
The chairman, Mrs. E. B. HousJohnnie Simmons and son. E. H., return home. Those assisting in the for 23 years. He was united in
and Mrs. 'vie Wilson of Bowling
ii
-presided
over
a
short
busineSS
ton, presided over the business
Green. were, Sunday dinner guests were shopping at Freeland Store work were Mrs. Coles' two daugh- marriage to Eliza Jane Chadwick
129.00
session and appointed the follow- session and Mrs. Ralph Churchill o'f Mr. and
ters. Mrs. Genie Adams of St. June 11, 1886. To this union 8
Mrs. Albert Allbritten Wednesday morning
30,71
conducted
the devotional.
ing nominating committee: Mrs.
Mrs. Louisa Mitchell and daugh- Louis. Mrs. Edgar Nesbitt of De- children were born, five of whom
of near Puryear.
The evening was spent in servMarvin Fulton, Mrs. F. E. CrawMr. and Mrs. Cqrdell Hutson ter,' Miss Mary, are spending the troit, Mich.; Mrs. Holland Wither- are living; three sons, Bruce, W.
2.48
ford and Mrs. R. E. Broach. Plans ing. A pretty party plate was were dinner
guests of Mr. Hutson's week bystrie bedside of her mother, spoon. Mrs. Lloyd Wilkerson, Mrs. H. and D. Y. Morgan: two daughLots .10909
for meetings in the near future served to twenty-two members.
brother, Warlick Hutson, and Mrs. Mrs. Ada Weatherspoon. of Fulton
.
, Joe Brandon, Mrs. Jim Adams, ters. Mrs. Otie Elkins and Mrs.
8823
Mrs. Kenneth White, Mrs. Edgar Annie Williams; 15 grandchildren,
were discussed.
who
*
is
still
very
ill.
Hutson
Sunday.---.
..` .37
Mrs. Mary 'McClure -and Iris Wells. Mrs. Harry Coles. and Mrs. 14 of whom are living.
Mrs. A. Carman was guest speak- Mrs. Chester Barrow is Honored
Pete Wisehart. Allen McClure
1.94
With Household Shower
were
Burial was March 29. 1938 at the
shopping at Hainan Cole-s.
er for the afternoon and had as
and Johnnie Simmons were in Stubblefield
oil
B. S. Overbey and daugh- Henslee graveyard. Burial
Wednesday afternoon, April 6, Murray Saturday
Freeland Store Wednesday afterher subject "The Use of Gourds."
services
.75'
on biiiiness. •
ter, Patie Mae of Murray spent were conducted
She pointed out many clever ways Mrs. Berry Winchester, Mrs. Cullen
by the Rev. J. H.
Miss Berline Wisehart. Bernice noon.
lot 41.2.5
Wednesda
y
night
as
guests
of
their
Forrest,
Miss
and
Mrs.
Berline
E. D. Winchester and Genneth Wisehart, and Hubert
Thurman.
Wisehart spent
Aito use the gourd and. showed an
.81)
with a household Dick were callers of Mr. and Mrs. Wednesday night with her grand- parents and grand parents. Mr. and Father precious now has left us
interesting gourd' display trorn the entertained
413
Wells,
Mrs.
shower in honor of Mrs. Chester Elmus Mitchell Friday
mother, "Aunt Fannie" Wlsehart.
From the shores of earthly time,
State University.
A.,
night for
Miss Agnes Dunn left Friday
Buddie Hague. who-got his ankle
But we know he's sweetly resting
Mrs. B. F. Berry and Mrs. J. D. Barrow at the home of Mrs. Berry a radio program.
14,E2
for
Nashville
for
a
week's
visit In that holy blessed
Sexton presented "Garden Sug- Winchester,
5 A.,
Miss Mary Mitchell was the broke,- is improving' nicely.
clime.
Mrs. Katie Simmcn.4. who has with her brother. Rudy Dunn. and As we stood about his ,bedside,
The afternoon was spent quilting Sunday dinner guest of Miss Betty
4.50
gestionS and Queries."
Mrs.
Dunn.
been
confined
to
.her
bed
for
Five sons and daughters on that
ithe.
An ice course was served at on a quilt for Mrs. E. D. Win- Joe Lax,
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Cooper spent
morn..
the conclusion of the program. chester The gifts were presented
Miss Pernice Mae Simmons. Who past week with flu is improving. Sunday as the guests
of
their
Kentucky Bell.
in the dining room from the dining has been ill with poison oak has
There was a good attendance.
daughter, Mrs. Hilman Coles, and Jesus sweetly took his Writ
table. After the opening of the recovered.
Heaven's portals to adorn.
• • • • •
IOu Cc lee.
many beautiful gifts by the honMr. and Mrs. Eunice Williams
-Licirdan Hart of Avon Park, Fla.,
MacDowell Music Club 'Meets
oree, refreshments of cake and and daughter of Cedar Knob. Mrs.
arrived Saturday to visit a few
Misses Frances Sledd and Mayme
Warren county homemakers coldays with his unties. Joe and Reed lected funds to pay for the operaRyan were hostesses Sunday after- fruit salad was served buffet style Guthrie Osborn of New ProviWe
wish
to thank the people .Brandon.
dence, "Uncle Tom" Prof of Stone
noon at the home of the former in the dining room.
tion of a community rest room in
Guests present were: Mrs. Myrtle School and Oren Simmons of who took part in helping conMr .and Mrs. Herman Holland Bowling Green.
to the members of the MacDowell
stract
ow- concrete walk wh:r
Bucy. Mrs. Gertie Edmonds, Mrs. Providence spent Monday with
Music Club for the April meeting.
Bruce Grogan, Mrs. Lottie Hurt Mrs. Williams' and Mrs. Osborn's was sponsored by the_ P-TA.
Miss Helen Hire, chairman. preand ha Faye. Mrs. Vtrdie Win- grandmother. Mrs. Ada Weather- also thank those who helped
chester. Mrs. Rubene Roberts, N. spoon, of Fulton. who is confined the campus. Agriculture boys 1
and 2 ccnstructed a brick walk
D., and Clara Frances. Mrs., Lou- to her bed very ill.
retie Forrest, Thomas Douglas and
Bob - and Warren Allbritten, Mr. from the gymnasium 'to the rood
School was disrnisSed Tuesd.,
Lucy Ann. Mrs. Lucile G. Jones, and Mrs. Pete Wisehart and chilMrs. Wendell Allbritten and Jo- dren, Ellis Shoemaker. Mr. - and afternoon at the regular time
anna, Mrs. Joe Bruce Wilson and Mrs. Martin Flood and children. the remainder of the week as hi
and Mrs. Jeffrey. Mira herron- and
Billie Bruce.
Garfield Todd. Johnnie and A. W.
Mrs. E. D. Winchester and Joe Simmons, Warlick Hutson, -Rob Mr. Rouse vecnt to Louisville to atPat, Mrs. Susie Farris. Mrs. Billie Duncan. "Uncle Charlie" Williams. tend KEA.
BIG DAYS
Plans are being made for all
Hendon and Billie Stubblefield. were in Paris, Tenn., Monday. It
April 20. 21
Mrs. Sallie B. Holt, Mrs. Hattie was a big day in Paris First Mon- the commencement activities. The
21. 23
senior plays have been chosen roil
Pool, Mrs. June Wilson, Mrs. Estelle day.
Listen to Radio
practice is being d_ne on tb.
Garner, Mrs. Burline Barrow, Mrs.
Mrs. Edd Lovins spent Saturday each
day. Other details concernSallie Johnson, Mrs. George Gro- night and Sunday with her mother,
ing these plays will appear later in
gan. Mrs. Smoot Hendrick. Mrs. "Aunt Sis" McClure.
our' salooli news.
Lonnie Hargis, Mrs. Susie WinMrs. Allen McClure and Mrs.
The junior play, "Mama's
chester and Mary Alice, Mrs La- Mary McClure were callers of
Boy" given Friday evening, April
mar
Hendon,
Mrs.
Frank
aSAVE with SAFETY)
Hargis. '
,
Aunt Sis" McClure Monday after- 8, was well attended and
,
thoroughMrs. Edith Hendrick and Misses noon.
at year 71.1a_. DRUG STORE
ly enjoyed by all.
Emily Johnsnn, Clarice Moore,
Annie Willis was a caller of Mrs.
Talmadge Jones who won first
in the District Oratorical Dadaism- 1
non contest, went to Lexington
Friday to participate in the Sts,
High
School
Forensic
Leas.",
-drink it chilled right from
Although he was not placed in the
your refrigerator or right
State Contest, we feel that he effrom the sanitary bottle in
ficiently represented our school.
which you receive it. You
Talmadge was accompanied by
will find it the 'perfect beverage as well as balanced
coach, Miss Ann Herron. Th,
food
for all members of the
A Quart Per Day for Each
attended the Annual HighSchooi
family.
Member of Your Family
Speakers' -.dinner,. Saturday evening, which was given at the• Lit)
and SUNBURST MILK is the Good Companion of
versity for the spealdilts an& tht.:
coaches. They received a trophy,
which was awarded Lynn Grove
High School for winning the County High Sehool Forensic- League.

Knight News

1

Dexter News
Miss Eugene Woodall of Murray
spent the week-end at home.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Putman
entertained Saturday night with, a
weiner supper at their home. Those
present were: Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Edwards, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Lewis and children, of Detroit; Mr.
and Mrs. El-wood Lance and children, of Hardin; also Mrs. Buddy
Putman, of Hardin: Mr. and Mrs
Adelbert Reeves and children, of
Paducah; Mr. and Mrs. Rard Walston and children. Mr. and Mrs.
Meele Andrus and son. Mrs. Will
Reeves, 'Miss Evelyn McDaniel,
Joe Garderner, of Hardin;,Eugena
Woodall, Olene Caldwell, Inez
Cleaver, Hellene Hargi,s, Gus, Mc,
Daniel, Dewey Hopkins, Horace
Clyde Smith, Rudell Coursey and
Charles and Wayne Lee McDaniel.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Cleaver and
children of Paducah spent part of
with Mr. and mrs.'Wes
Brown.

Jones house to the Cratis Cleaver
house south int Dexter.
Mr. and Mrs' Henry Putman and
children spent Sunday in Hardlo.
Mn. and Mrs. Legal Jackson and
children spent the week-end in
Paducah with Mr. and Mrs.- Will
Hunt.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Haley and
children spent Sunday in Hardin.
Miss Hellen Hargis of Cherry
Corner spent Saturday night with
Miss Eugena Woodall.
Mr. and --Mrs. George McCornel
of Mercure spent Thursday with
Mrs. Emma Lowery.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Edwards
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Jeff Edmonds in Almo,-C. A.

Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Reeves
dhd children of Paducah spent the
Week -end with Mrs. Will Reeves,
Little Jerry Edwaids spent Saturday night with his grandparents
in Almo.
Mrs. Rhoda Caldwell and children are moving from the Burden

Sufferers of
STOMACH ULCERS
HYPERACIDITY
IttrINITE RELIEF OR
MONEY BACK
THE VI 11.1-A RD TRF.kTNLENT has
br.tight 1,,n,pt. I
r,-lief to
thou...ands of caws of Stomach and
Ossedmial
due to Hyperacidity, and other forms of Stomach linnets due to Excess Acid. SOLD ON
15 DAYS TRIAL. For complete information. road ••Withihra Message
al Italisf." A* tar
Dale & Stubblefield
k_

Another Man's

VIEWPOINT

Midway News

lieu have a business--a hank, an office, a :acterv. a store, a ,
home, personal belongings. Your interest is in management, in
operating efficiently, in profit or in your home. That's yogr
vien point.
So from the LAWYER you get legal advice. From the ABLE
INSURANCE AGENT you get the insurance viewpoint-the
human hazard, the firerisk, the accident poss.bilities, danger
from burglary at forgery.

Cedar Knob News

The agent sees risks you'd never think of-and insurance economies you'd never guess. When a claim Occurs he is your
expert representative.
INSURANCE that minimizer the agent's functions may lessen
your protection, your F v cc. Insurance is doilar protection
.
THERE ARE NO CUT RATE DOLLARS FOR SALE.
Why not let an experienced agent take a look at your businesa,
from an insurance point of view? Like a check up by your
doctor, it can do no harm-may save your business property
or home.
•

"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes Your Insurance
"

•w

Frazee & Melugin
•
Gatlin Bldg.

INSURANCE AGENTS
Phone 331
--•

Lynn Grove School F

GUARANTEED BARGAINS
"AelEn_
h
at,

Go to
CHURCH

•

Dale &
Stubblefield

"Boone" Will Give a "Boon"
To Your Appearance
EASTER if you will
Tel. 234 NOW!
lorNave

ed

ely
em
No

Pasteurized
MILK

• 410

k

and
PRESSING

lArbile. titer* is ati11.time to Clean and Press Your Suit,
Coat, Dress, or Clean and Block Your Hat
We are making a special effort to render our usual
good service on all late calls. One day cleaning service
Saturday, delivered Saturday night, ready for Easter.
Drapes, Curtains, and Rugs Scientifically Cleaned. Let
Us Help You With Your Spring House
Cleaning Problems

BOONE CLEANERS
"Murray's Big Cleaning Plant"

Tel. 234

We Call For and Deliver

South side Square

Constipated?

"For .30 years I had coff:tipation,
gas bloating, headaches
hack
Milerika ,helped rigfq awnmod
y
sausage, ban at, ..
•
•
.
N er fet b
"

•I

ADLERIKA

Dale 4k Stubblefield, Dreggists

He has done for us He stunts to do for you.
There's a need throughout this whole troubled world for
mental and moral uplift-the sense of spiritual values (hat
comes from regular church ittendance.
Folks who somehow feel incomplete, find that regular
eltweeh at
it-F lite. -mat gap. They find that in joining
with their friends at churcli on the Sabbath, they achieve a
new sense of well-being and enrich their lives a hundredfold.
Perhaps you.' also. ha-ve wondered what it is you are missinl.

.11 Pays to Read tiso..Clailathedu
DOES LADDER IRRITATION
Wake you up? It's not normal. It's"
natures warning "Danger Ahead."
Your 25c back if this 4 day test
does not help nature flush excess
acid and other wastes from the
kidneys. Excess acids can cause the
irritation resulting in getting up
nights, frequent or, scanty flow,
burning, backache or leg pains.
Just say Bukets 1250 to any druggist. Locally at Dale Stubblefield
di Co..
-

When material things fail to bring the happiness that
all pursue, when you realize a lack of spiritual satistaclion in your daily life-Why not try GOD? His guidance has
never failed to lighten the burden of human kind. and nhat

we

Regardless of your creed or belief, you will be a better and
happier person through contact with your church.

Give it the
"Toast-Test" in the Morning

Murray Milk Products Co.
Order Both Today
Ammoommk

START NOW
Space Contributed

Kentucky-Tennessee Light & Power Co.

Telephone 191
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small fast ships with a relatively
short cruising range. sufficient in
torships people become subjects,
- —
may be as important to develo4ii hIgh time that the
number aittt power to defend our
South again
not citizens. WE WILL NOT
Consolidation of The Murray Ledger.
land
defen
ses as navies.
The Calloway Thrice, and The coasts --but hot to fight in forei
have a man at the head of
gn
STAND for DICTATORSHIPS
Times-Herald, October 20, 1928.
the
in
%liters' It is possible, they conUnited States
Published be The Calloway Publi
this country, we will always deshing Company, Inc,
clude, that the unspoken • purpose
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentu
America better invoke the Menmand the right to free speech and
FARA (ASH
cky
MILK INCOMie
behind the current program is the
amitosis of sosimtS)
It Pays to Head the cui4sitteds
roe Doctrine and arrange equal
a free press. Our constitution
R. R. Meloan and John S. Neatis
creation of a U. S. fleet primarily
Publishers
flexible enough upon interpreta foreign trade allietates with South
1955
John S. Neal
desig
99°
ned
for
and
capable of fightEditor and Advertising Manager
tion of the courts to meet our American countries, before GerChiropractic. The @risme that
ing in the China seas or the Medi1934
makes people well and
needs and oes not need remodel- many and Italy and Nazi and
terranean?
happy.
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named in honOr , of 12-year-old
and Cecilia Parker his romantic
Miss Sterla Scarbrough. now Mrs. cold rainy weather the past week
*
Turner Venable, who will never with a little snow Saturday morn- sister.
,
ing but looks now like we might
see 50 any rnore.
.
Listen farnIers, plant corn and have a few days of sunshine.
Miss Eron Todd, who has been
seeds' shallow, test so the bi
can't see them. Sid Broach i de- sick the past two months with the
ceased i gave me this valuable in- flu is now able to • be: up most
formation 40 odd years ago and all day"
Murray State College. with a
011ie Brandon, who has been working student quota of 109
"The Largest Amount atAetna,Amiable
Mr. Broach was once a very sucand
Plant Food in the Best)techssalead Cossill.
cessful farmer. Hope you heard me. having some very severe hemor- a monthly allottfftent of $1,635 and
rto,tv for the Least Amongst of Mosseg."
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Cochran and rhages of lungs the past _3_ weeks and annual allottment of $14,460,
Ruth took dinner in the home of is much better.
is second only to the Univers.ty
Mrs. 011ie Paschall. who has of Kentucky and the Universit
That's what O-K Fertilizer stands for. It is. made from
Mr. and Mrs. Connie Mills and
y
Richard. Then we all boarded been suffering with rheumatism of Louisville in students employed
the Highest Grade Material—Finely GrOund and Perfectly
had
her
tonsils
removed one day through NYA funds on its campus.
Con's fine auto and he drove to
Mixed. The proportions of Plant Fooct are scientifically exact,
, Western has a student quota of
Eggner's Ferry bridge by, way of the past week at the clinic.
insuring Absolute Solubility and Highest Producing Value.
Mrs. Mat Phillips spent Sunday 108, a monthly affbtment of $1,620,
Stella, Penny, poor house, and Murray, a distance of 24 miles and 91 visiting Mr. and Mrs. Grover Mil- and a yearly allotment of $14.580.
As a Crop-producing, Money-making, Satisfying Fertilizer,
Murray's regular quota was 58
feet. I had never been on the ler.
4
the Old Reliable O-K Brand is without rival in the field.
J. W. Clemons, our eity•judge of students, but additional funds
Eggner,s 'Ferry bridge on the Tennessee river which is a half mile Harris Grove made a trip to-May- swelled it to the 109. Murray was
the only institution in the state
long and 22 feet wide. All in all field last Friday on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Pickard -spent which obtained additional funds.
it was a most Wonderful' Simday
afternoon pleasure trip. If you Sunday in the home of Mr. and
have not seen this magnfficent con- Mrs. Tom Hughes.
The Clark county tobacco comBethel Paschall doesn't have to mittee is urging
struction. you don't know nothing.
farmers to watch
lig
fish
or
go
fishing
either,
Mrs. Mary Hale, son and daughas he for blue mold in plant beds.
has
a
cat
that
goes to the pond in
ter visited her mother, Mrs. Parlee
Andrus in Murray Saturday night.1 his lot and catches fish and brings
When You Feel Sluggish
Jess stayed at home and cooked them to the house alive. I wonder
(Constipated)
his own grub, fed the goslings, if the cat will need a fishing
Take a dose or two of Blackmilked the cow with crumpled license.
Draught. 'Feel fresh for a good
Well, spring must be just around day's
horn that tossed the dog, that worwork.
the
'corner
as
M.
M.
Lovier has
ried the cat that killed the rat in
Work seems easier, life pleasanter,
had
his
when
'r cut once more.
you are really well—free from
the house that Jack built.
the bad feelings and dullness often
. Now -ladies and gents I sincerely
attendirl
g constipation.
hope and trust that you all will
For nearly a century, BlackDon't take our word for it! Use O-K Fertilizer this year,
excuse me eve- got ti quit and go,
Draught has helped to bring prompt,
next year and every year and "The 'Bountiful Crops Will Be
to making a crop in the garden.
refreshing relief from constipation.
Thousands of men and women rely
Yourn til death.—"Eagle."
Remembered Long After the Investment is Forgotten!" Come
on It.
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r-otterto3vvn Scribbles Judge Hardy's
Cole's Canip Ground
Family is Back
The farmers are plowing a little
In New Drama now in this neighbor
hood. The

American Business

Stella Gossip

Harris Grove

O-K

Chevrolet Sells
62,639 Autos in
March is Report

The- pastor will preach at the
morning and evening services.
women are busy house cleaning Subjects A. M., "THE
CUP THAT
and planting their gardens.
OVERFLOWS": P. M., "AN ENERubie Fay Oliver visited Eva and MY HATH DONE THIS".
Bettie Wilson Sunday,
Chevrolet dealers sold 62,639 new
Sunday School at 9:30. sharp.
James Belcher and wife visited with classes for all
cars and trucks in March, accordages, taught by
Mrs. Belcher's uncle, aunt, and faithful, experienced
announcement
by
teachers and ing to an
cousins Saturday night.
ender the care of c.Jrripetent of- Chevrolet Motor Division officials
Visitors in the Oliver home this ficers, each ctass in a separate at Detroit today.
week were Jewel Hodge, Mr. and room. Dr. H. M. McElrath. superThis was 57.2 per cent increase
Mrs. Ray Steele, Louise Moore, Eva intendent.
over the sales total of February.
Wilson, Bettie, Tommie and Trena
A feature of the sales total piled
Training Union meets .at 6:15,
Moore, Guy Moore, Roney Wilson with a Union for
each age begin- up by Chevrolet dealers'in March
end Robert Edwards.
ning with the Juniors.
Each was that during the final ten-day
Bill Manning and children vis- U010,1 meets, in a_separates
room period 27,806 new cars and trucksited the Moores and Wilsons Sun- with a specially arranged arid
well were sold, which ponstittited 78.8
day.
Worked out program.• under the per cent of the total tot the first
Mrs. Harper Swift lost several direction of the leaders of this 20 days of the month, indicatin
g
little chickens when the little very
important work in the a firmer market for new units as
hoilses stie- WAS trt.Ppirtg teem
unser,.
pt
Ce.ruiratietAritPk. _
•
et-rived.
burned last week.
churches. . This work is coming to
The March used car sales of
The Moore brothers patched the have a larger place in the life and
Chevrolet dealers totaled 130,788,
roof onjhe stock barn where Guy work of our churches. We urge
according to the announcement, an
the earnest support of the entire
Meore lives.
increase of 11.9 per cent over the
'Franklin Oliver of near Blood membership of this growing work.
February total of 116,915. This was
River bought two calves from El- R. W. Churchill, director.
the 37th consecutive month that
wood Moore. • Mid-week meeting every WedChevrolet deelers sold in excess of
Mrs. Jim Simmons we are glad nesday at 7 o'clock. Some one has
100,000 used cars, and gave them
you are a subscriber to the Ledger said this meeting is the spiritual
a grand total of used cars sales
and Times. I guess you are•-think- thermometer of the church, this
during the .last 37 months of 5,ing of that new range that IS to being true, every member and
friend should delight in having a 630,886.
be given away.
Jessie Moore has gone back to place and a part in making it even
a greater spiritual power for the
Detroit.
Ortis, Lucille and Barbara Ann church in these days of worldliMoore, Roberta - Crouse Dorothy ness, selfishness and hurtful inciiiand Louise Moore, Mr. and Mrs. ference on the part of so many
Douglas Moore and children • were professed Christians and church
The WPA sewing unit here will
A brief Bible study
visitors of "Uncle Don" Wilson and mdnibers.
place' on display Friday of this
Mr. and Mrs. Roney Wilson Sun- follows this meeting immediately. I week
in the show-window of
.
A cordial' invitation is extended
day.
Ryan's Store new spring pattern*
by church and twit,* to the:people
"Caw, cawe',called_tne crow.
and- spring materials •featuring
to worship here whenever possible.
Spring has come again I know,
children's and ..vomeres .wear, Miss
A
hearty
welccme awaits one swel
Just as sure is -I am born
Elaine Ahart, local supervisor- for
There's the farmer planting corn! l•all to all the services of this the sewing
project, said this mornchurch.
ing.
Sam,P. Martin, Pastor
Miss Ahart said all sorts of garato
meta will be on display, including
Bell county homemakers plan shirts for men,
luncheon clothes,
to give increased attention to pro- children's and
women's dresses, and
If you were branded Unfit to ducing garden and other food aprons. The Sewing Unit will
sell
call your child your own . . . crops this season,
models of the aprons on display.
what would you do? That is the
question that faces young Alice
Moore in Columbia's new emotional drama, "Woman Against the
World." which cpens today at the
Capitol Theatre. Would you ac12 to 15 Months—We Give the Best Allowance
cept the merciless verdict of a
man-made world? Or would you
For Your Old Tires
stop at nothing. to win happiness
Good
Allowa
nce
for Your Old Battery On Our
and love? The story of one lone
New Ones—lrisured 6 to 24 Months
girl . . . caught in one of the
weirdest Webs of love and hate
ever spun from the depths of
human hearts! Ralph Forbes appears opposite Miss Moore. under
Phone 210-J—Wrecker Service—Phone 373
the direction of David Selman.

I

WPA Sewing Unit
To Display Works

I

•

Girl Branded Unfit
Call Child Her Own

CORDUROY TIRES---INSURED

PARKER BROS. GARAGE

Murray Employs
109 NYA Students

FERTILIZER

(

Follow
the
Leaders!

OMORROW'S
RANGE soRE wiw
THE NEW 1938 GENERAL ELECTRIC

II

Buy
the
Best!

in to see us. Place your order NOW for O-K High
Grade Fertilizer.

Several Livingston , and -Lyon
county farmers are planning to
terrace parts of their farms this
summer.

ECONOMY FEED 6TORE
Phone 388
CHARLIE E. LINN—RUDOLPH THURMAN

North Third Street, Murray, Ky.
Ina&

- Lincoln connty homemakers carried on an extensive landscape
clean-up campaign in March.

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

ENAMEL

ciatj000si
itiMiWr4.12

1,1

Mrs. America—
Here's Your New Range!
You've wanted a new

range, Mrs. America—a
brilliantly beautiful range
that cooks foods better
and requires less of your

time and effort than oldfashioned methods. Here
it is—the new General

BLACK DRAUGHT
A GOOD LAXATI
VE

My Old Kentucky
Home in
Louisville ..

EASY TO APPLY
DRIES IN A FEW HOURS
it GtOR1OUS COLORS

53

WASHABLE
DURABLE
A most welcome spot fur the Louis.ille %isnot!
A place where gracious southern hospitality
honestly makes you "feel at home" right in
the centerof everything!

IDEAL FOR

The famous Seelbach STAill.F.S offers the
best In appetizing food and drirrits—and at
modest prices!

WOODWORK

Be our guest on your nest trip to Ledssiile
—and aiseeser the extra pleasurea that are
yours w hem you atop at the SEELBACII,

WALLS, FURNITURE, etc.
Murray, Lumber Co.

HOMER C. CARRIER, Malsogor

HOTEL SEELBACH. LOUISVILLE,KENTUCKY

ansiwo0
-E Hi-Speed Cairod
Cooking Units for
both Surface and
•Porcelain UnitoP•NoStain Vent and Oven
Moisture Control • Adittstable Non•Tip Sliding
Shelves• Automatic Interior Oven Light • attitotic Oyea Timer•Built'
InMinate Minder Chime
• Generous Sized Thrift
CoekerelererSterelle end
Warming Comeartmeet•
Au fentswres are /word isr
Gestural Electris models
s
models.
ard Janie no all
-

You'll Want These Three Thrifty Features!

5SPEW

CAIROD

TEL-A-COOK LIGHTS. 9 SUECT-A-SPEID CALROD
TRIPE- OVEN. Three
1 Inform
you instantly
go ovens in one! I. Speed
COOKING UNIT:. FiN e 3
conking
when and where the current is on. Save electric'
current by eliminating
needless wzste. A new,exclusive G•E feature.

heats from tine
unit, with one switch! HiSpeed, Half-Speed, Quarter.
Speeti and Thrift-Speed;
for kieeping foods warm, a
new Low-Speed,

Oven for single shelf cooking-400° in five minutes
—saves ep to 40,
7: in
current. 2. Extra-large
Master Oven. S_GenerOus
Sired Super-Broiler.

R. H. Vandevelde & Co.

HARRY E. JENKINS, Mgr.
Plumbing, Heating, Electric and Sheet Metal Work—Calloway County
fittpreselitartives far Genet-zit Electric Ranges, Refrigerators anJ
All Appliances, Phone 435, Res, 416

•
37r
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Electric! New in styling.
New in automatic features. New in downright
dollar-for-dollar value!
Your new G-)E Range will
be one of the best investments you'll ever make!

Doi". cooker,
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PAIlE SIX'

FHA aarifies Eligibility Rules
For 90 v Per Cent Insured Loan

THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY. KENTUCKY THUR
.
SDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 14. 1938
• METHODIST CHURCH nprigs . We bid 'so in ‘.....come is
our se
use
,C1W
Robert Hale' who had visited Sunday
with Lynn Key,
vices.
just arrived home after spendin

,
ss
— near Murray visited Mrs. Maud.
Sunday. April 17. - 111311
The official board is to meet in
A Few Happenings of March 1887 Orr and Morelle Orr last week.
The Methodist; of the Murray regular monthly session
Born to the wife of Mr. Foster
sin MonMrs. Robesi Paschall spent TuesStation and the Murray Circuit. day night, at 1 o'clock,
Padget on last Saturday morning, day with her son and family, Xis
in time
WASHINGTON, D. C.. ..Apr. 7—
Where the property is covered and all other Christians. are
in. to finish our work before the other
a boy. Weight 10 pounds.
,to nurneroul requests by a C ntract of sale which
and Mrs. Lilburn Paschall,
is eon_ I vited to the six o'clock c2mmunion meeting.
-Mrs. Arba Shirley, of Benton,
Tor rulings on the eligibility_ sit ditionsx1 upon the ,opiamjste
L. W.- Cosby visited his niece,
of a service at the Methodist Church in
J. Mack Jenkins. Paxteir
II. writes that she has a quilt Mrs. Charlie Jones, in Paris Monborder...tine
cases. the' Federal 90 lair cent insured 'lean. the prop- Murray on
Easter morning. Suncontaining 8,198 pieces.
Housing Administration has issued erty will not be
day.
regarded as day. April 17. We invite all to
a statement clarifying certain mat- "sold" within
Miss Mettle Goodwin of the
Mr. and Mrs. George Shrader
the meaning of the share with us in the Lord's ranters - regarding the insurance of requirement.
Shilo vicinity, writes us that she and son. Gene, of Puryear,
Full 90 per cent Per
spent
mortgages amounting to 90 per mortgage insuranc
has just completed a quilt contain- ii few days last week with Mr.
Well, springtime is still just
e skill be apAll Sunday-school workers are
cent
f „the appraised value of proved by the Federal
ing
15,454
pieces.
..110
Lsa :Thrscliss
" Housing I Tet1
ed to .1Ses present on Mon- around the corner and won't ere be
properties,
Married at Bradford. Tenn., on
Administrantr in such citifies, so,day ni
Mrs. Bertha Kuykendall was
April 18. at 7:30. to par. glad when it gets here. .
Practical difficulties encountered long as the property
last
Thursda
y evening at 7 o'clock, Monday guest of Mrs. L. W. Cosby.
Not much farming and gar4ehing
and the bor.! ticipate in the program in charge
by borrowers and lenders grow rower are eligible
Mr. James Garrett, an old Callo- Mr. and Mrs. Rip Lamb
in ether re- of the Rev. J. D. Canaday. He has been done around this bah_
visited
out of two phrases in (he amend- spects,
way boy,--to Miss Hattie White. of Misses Beulah and Connie
will be assisted in the service by
Mrs. Wavel Rye and Mrs. Ofue
Lamb
ed act. The first of these requires
that place. We join Mr. Garrett's one day last week.
•
. Other eligibility
This is another beautiful Monrequtrements Miss Charlotte Stoakley, cf Nash- Outland have "stuck" their :peas,
...that mortgages on properties conmany friends in Calloway in wishfor properties -acceptable for full ville. Tenn. Miss Stoakley is an and yes. they are 18 inches high. day morning,
Audrey Simmons transacted busistructed after Februazy 3. 1938.
ing him and his a long and happy ness in Paris Friday.
-Miss,Maynon Fitts of- Cincinnati,
'90 per cent mortgage insurance expert in tihs.. work.
The Rev. R. F. Gregory filled his
must be submitted to the Federal
Health is just inediuret in this life.
The Methodist Church. as*is flue 0. and Mrs. Dee Helcomb And regular appointment at Oak
are that the „mortgage be not over
Lon Shrader was in Puryear
Grove
---Mciersing Administration prior to
vicinity at present..
of many other denominatidN, re- daughter, Dorothy. also of Ohio, SundaY. • A large crowd wai
$5.400
Monday_
in attitio• beginning, ill ...Instructs.... it firmly and be secured by a single- .garde Easter
There is a few, cases of scarlet
--strueturr. Cocci:if:tied b;•the
as the great day of are now visiting their mother, Mrs. tendance.
teley ere to be soligitile underthe Chtirch Year. Our houses of Ante Fitts and family.
e at -the Time of insurance.
Miss Mary Catherine Morris lever in Puryear. r
90 per cent provisions.
worship are beautifully decorated.
Keys Tarns. Mr and Mrs. C. L. visited- Sunday with' Miss
Mrs, Girusha Morris is confined
Mrs. Hobson Shrader and Irvin
Johnnie
Difficulties have been eneMni"The New"
our choirs give us the best music Farris. Mr and Mrs. Ofus Out- Love Farri-,.
to her bed with illness. -Shrader were In Paris Tuesday of
terest. 'also, in interpretating the
available, and the theme of the land and sun. Dale. spent Sunday
Mrs Robert Morris is no better last week on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Byars and
phrase "nut sold or occupied since
visiting Mr. arid Mrs. Onus Out- daughter, Inez, Were Sunday
day is -The Resurrection
,
.
after- at this writi . She is under treat- . Mr. and Mrs
completion: 111. record In prnppc
All it....i.. Aid,. Easier is i osere
We -nape everyone is enjoying
o Sr. ". . 'ason.
u ' an• 'rs. Frank
Lynn Grove visited in the home of
ties constructed between
Newest Quick Lamb
January. this beautiful sunshine this morn- as the day of our Lord's resur- were glad to find Mr. Outland Kuykendall.
Miss „Frances Osborn returned his sister, Mrs. L. W. Casby and
1. 1937. and February 3.4938
•
And Short Order
slowly
rectionr
improvi
from
ng
the
Mg.
tomb.
after
receiving
It has been
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie . Wicker home "Saturday after spending a Mr. Casby last week.
'
A liberal interpretation has been
mr. and
so from early days of . the church. serious burns last November. He were Sunday afternoo visit,:rs
..Arns
n
of week with her grandmother, Mrs.
Mrs.
Miss Leona Farris visited Miss
placed upon the term "beginning
Byars were
Also. Easter brings to us the is able to walk-- with the aid of "Uncle Jim" Hooper and
daughter, °slava Morris. near Buchanan.
of constructiLas". which hap been Saturday night guests of • Mr. and
Chettie Mae Orr recently.
message
crutches
of the observance of our
but Is still under the 'Emma.
A. J. Osborn and wife were
defined as the pouring of foot- Mrs. Ben Bears.
Mr. and Mrs,.1,on Shrader and I Specialising in Clean Food and
.
present Sunday as the Christian physician's care.
Km Loney Nance and Mildred callers in the home of Elmus Inez Shrader spent Thursda
The Rev. R. F. Gregory of Miffings or any work done beyond
y night
Courteous Service
Sabbath. Because Christ rose from
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lloyd
Hale
and
Nance
spent
.
the
past
ray
week
filled his regular appointment
with Brannon Sunday.
the point at which th.' Federal
with Mr. and Mrs. George Shrader
the dead on Easter morning, which sons cf Paducah visited Sunday Henry Hooper.
Edwin Brannon and Herbert of Puryear.
Housing Administration custumar- at Oak Grove Sunday and deliver- fact
CHARLES RYAN, Prop.
is about as well attested as, with Mr. and Mrs. Bud Hale. They
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Hooper Osborn captured two
ily makes the firit inspection. of ed a very inspiring sertnep.
young owls
Mr. and Mrs. Odis Darnell of
any fact of history, the apostolic
Dorothy Orr 'visited 11?. and
oonstruction.
-' _
church began to 'observe the first.
Under this - ruling. it wuld be Mrs. Bethel Orr. Saturday night,
day of the week. four present Sun.
Grasshopper saw Golden Locks
pOstihie for a carrunItsrfent to inday i as the Lord's Day, or the
lure a mortgage to be obtained, and Happy 'Jack recentCv and they
Christian Sabbath. This was done
even though the cellar had been sernmed to be bubbling over with for
two reasons. First, to set apart
dug. so long as the footings. had newsthe young Christian Church from
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr were Sunnot been poured or the -constriic.
the 'Jewish Church. and to set
tion had not proceeded beyond the day afternoon guests- of Mr. and
a,part the Cheistian Sabbath (our
Mrs.
C. D. Orr.
point of the first- Federal Housing
.
present Sunday') from the Jewish
- Mrs_ Lona Nance . and daughter.
Administration inspection.
Sabbath. iSaturday. Thus we ob.
. Properties .upon which an uncon- Mildred. spent a few days recently
PRESENTS
sesve both Easier and the Chris-Uncle Henry" Hooper.
ditional conti-act of sale is in force1 with
.
n
ban Sabbath as the day. of the
at the Lune the_ecywyriymem.--.4- ji.-4-. Piai35
o es' -a:el:Ida .--Mac Key i"- resurreetion of our Lord.
sued will be regarded as -spyr iChester Orr were Sunday dinner
_Ore this Easker our _choir., will
he the Adininistration and will not Xuesta'of Misses - 13Tothy and Lurfavor us with sotne special music
be eligible for 10 per cent - trisur--_.1 line
C)IT'
'
at both the morning and evening
ance if constructed price I; Feb- ' -Aunt Victoria** Young_ is on the
Services. At'themorning hour our
ruary. 3..1938. Administration of- sick list at this writing.
. Presiding Elder,'Rev H. R. Taylor,
Mr 'and Mrs. Con Milstead were
fic0; point out. however, that t
414.•
4.11.11,
will preach fsr us and at the
would be possible for the borrow- Sunday dinner gubsts of - Mr. and
evening hour the pastor will preach
er to apply for 80 per cent inert- Mrs Rupeit OTT.
•
:' from the text: -Our citizenship is.
Little Miss Juanita Jackson.
in 'heaven", carrying out the Easter
_ daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt idea.
Jackie-a) -Who has been ill with
This Easter would be a good
sore throat, is improved at this
•
time-for the Christians' of Murray
-Iiirffing.
.
to consecrate themselves anew to
Mr. and Mrs. Tolbert Story and
the..service of God. Also, it would
little . son. Tommy Dan. and Mr.
US
be a good time to late up with
and Mrs. Add Paschall visited Mr.
GA's people._ 'You expect some
and Mrs. Milburnr- Paschall last
Why
. week_ - The latter Mrs. Paschall is day to join the church.
wait longer?
.. ..
on the sick list.
•
You will find a warm welcome
Mr .and Mrs. Omits Kelso and
at every church in Murray snd
Mr. and•Mrs.'Fred Orr visited in
in any one of our good churches
Morley Saturday.
you may render an acceptable serGood-bye until next week.
' vase to -God.
----Grasshopper
Sunday-school at 9:30. Children
and young people meet at 6:45.

pesp...tiqg

Chestnut Grove

•

g
Mrs. Myers Paschall and daughseveral months in a CCC Camp in ters.
Opal and Ruth. visited Odie
the West.
Morris and family. Sunday afterMr, and Mrs. Jim McCuiston and noon.
baby. Thomas were SII/1.141y *AgitSunshine Farmer visited Eunice
tirtf of Mr. and Mrs. S. W. McPaschall over the week-end.
Cutcheo.n. MIS% Amy Usbron of
Gaylon - Morris -assisted Odle
Murray was a week -end guest in Morris and
Douglas Vandyke in
the McCutcheon home.
hauling Nun Wood last Monday.
Well. Saturday will be another
A pack of dugs killed a nice
big day in Murray. Let's all go sheep of Gaylun
Morris', Sunday
and see who the lucky person will morning.
be 47-Chestnut Burr,
Sorry to know George Jenkins
is suffering with a catch in has
back.—Humming Bird.

recently.

•

Puryear Route 3

Puryear Route 4

Hazel Route I

Oak Grove News

Chevrolet
-- h
— Lunc
Murray's
Restaurant
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MOTION

BMW CHICKS

Nourished Women—
From healthy blood tested
They Just Can't Hold Up
flocks. Plenty of them
Are you getting proper nourbdthatched weekly._ All 'chick
meat
your food, and restful
prices $8.50 per hundred. sleep? from
A poorly nourished
300 or more, $8 per 100 just can't hold up. And as for body
that

HATCHERY
MURRAY
K. E. KELLEY Prop.

Across From Postoffice

-

NORci

run-down feeling, that nervous fa' tlgue.—don't neglect it!
•
Cardni for lack of appetite, poor
digestion and nervous fatigue, has
been recommended by mothers to
d _lighters— women to women—for
over fifty years
Try :it 'Mouton& of wows weary
careet hopes them. Of mom If It (1061

ELECTRIC,
RANGES

PICTURE
cr.

not benefit TOO. coranit • physician.

Pr.

4040111110 401111411.
A THRILLING TREAT FOR EVERY WOMAN
at the

YOU
,

PRE EASTER
And you will know what Style and et
Quality in Footwear means and you IP
get them for only

.98

8 oz. Sanforized

9x12 Size
CONGOLEUM

OVERALLS

GOLD SEAL
RUGS
"t° '6"

TT "Tops-All:
'

'1.
#

Men's tress

SHIRTS

TERMS NOW:
AS LOW AS

15c

'Heavy LL 40 in.

Fancies—No-Wilt
Collars—Full Cut

49`

•Light-signal Hcat Control
—Super-speed Norge Contact Heat Elements—Special
Selector Switch—Folly Automatic Clock Control—Norge
riiiity Cooker
Special
Warming Compartment —
°Nen Insulated on all Six '
Sides'— Convenience Outlet
on Backg-uard — Choice of
Colored Hardware.
Be sure to see the Norge before you buy. There's a model
to sail every kitchen
and every purse.

Special Friday
and Saturday

DOMESTIC

April 28, 29, 30 '
At 10:00 A. M.

Doors Open at 9:30 A. M.

.:Star in My Kitchen" was produced in one of the major motion picture studios
in Hollywood and has a large cast of well-known actors and actresses. It
combines in a feature-length picture the romance and glamour of Hollyw
ood
with the everyday
Von will laugh at and with
Auntie Bella, the large, jolly, colored maid, and be thrilled by the love
scenes between Mike (the movie stag- and Dedee, the lovely heroine. And,
most important of all, you will see in complete detail demonstrations of
many recipes developed by ,several of America's leading home economists.
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YOU WILL BE ABLE TO SEE ALL AND HEAR ALL
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